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Phase separation and ritiality are analyzed in z:1 harge-asymmetri ioni uids of equisized
hard spheres by generalizing the Debye-Hükel approah ombined with ioni assoiation, luster
solvation by harged ions, and hard-ore interations, following lines developed by Fisher and Levin
(1993, 1996) for the 1:1 ase (i.e., the restrited primitive model). Expliit analytial alulations for
2:1 and 3:1 systems aount for ioni assoiation into dimers, trimers, and tetramers and subsequent
multipolar luster solvation. The redued ritial temperatures, T ∗c (normalized by z), derease
with harge asymmetry, while the ritial densities inrease rapidly with z. The results ompare
favorably with simulations and represent a distint improvement over all urrent theories suh as
the MSA, SPB, et. For z 6=1, the interphase Galvani (or absolute eletrostati) potential dierene,
∆φ(T ), between oexisting liquid and vapor phases is alulated and found to vanish as |T − Tc|
β
when T → Tc− with, sine our approximations are lassial, β=
1
2
. Above Tc, the ompressibility
maxima and so-alled k-inetion loi (whih aid the fast and aurate determination of the ritial
parameters) are found to exhibit a strong z-dependene.
PACS numbers: 05.70.Fh, 61.20.Qg, 64.60.Fr, 64.70.Fx
I. INTRODUCTION
The loation and nature of ritiality in ioni uids
have been subjets of intense interest in reent years
[1, 2, 3℄. At suiently low temperatures uid ele-
trolytes typially undergo separation into low and high
onentration phases whih may be driven primarily by
the Coulombi interations. The universality lass of the
assoiated ritial points has been under debate owing
to apparently oniting experiments, inonlusive sim-
ulations, and the analyti intratability of the statistial
mehanis beyond a mean eld level [1, 2, 3℄. Possible
senarios that have been disussed inlude, lassial or
van der Waals ritial behavior (as might be antiipated
in view of the long-range Coulomb fores), rossover from
lassial to Ising-type behavior suiently lose to the
ritial point [3, 4℄ and, as the leading andidate, three-
dimensional Ising-type ritiality (as might be expeted
for eetive short range interations arising from Debye
sreening): indeed, reent simulations [5, 6, 7℄ denitively
establish Ising behavior for the simplest harge and size-
symmetri model, namely, the restrited primitive model
(or RPM); but for z:1 and size-nonsymmetri systems,
the issue is not yet settled.
The most basi ontinuum models of ioni uids are
the so-alled two-omponent primitive models onsist-
ing of N =N++N− hard spheres, N+ arrying a harge
q+=z+q0 and N− a harge q−=−z−q0 (with N−/N+=
z+/z− ≡ z so that the overall system is eletrially neu-
tral). The bakground medium is assigned a uniform
∗
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dieletri onstant, D, that may be used to represent a
nonioni solvent. In the simple ases on whih we fo-
us here, all the spheres have the same diameter, i.e.
a++=a+−=a−−=a. The natural and most appropriate
redued temperature variable is then determined by the
ontat energy of a +zq0 ion with a −q0 ounter-ion so
that
T ∗ ≡ kBTDa+−/q+|q−| = kBTDa/zq20 . (1.1)
Likewise, the normalized density is reasonably taken as
ρ∗ ≡ Na+−3 /V = ρa3 , (1.2)
in whih V is the total volume.
This model (with many ioni speies) was rst ana-
lyzed by Debye and Hükel (DH) [8℄ who derived an ap-
proximate expression for the Helmholtz free energy by
solving the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation for
the potential around eah hard-ore ion. For the sim-
plest 1:1 (or z=1) ase, i.e., the restrited primitive model
(RPM), the DH theory predits [9, 10℄ a ritial temper-
ature, T ∗c,DH =
1
16 = 0.0625, that is in surprisingly good
agreement with modern simulations [5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13℄
that yield T ∗c . 0.05; however, the ritial density pre-
dited by the DH theory, namely, ρ∗c,DH=1/64pi ≃ 0.005,
is signiantly too low sine the simulations indiate
ρ∗c & 0.07. Beause ioni ritiality ours at suh low
temperatures, the assoiation of harges of opposite signs
into `lusters' is an essential feature in the strongly inter-
ating regime, as observed in ritiality and phase separa-
tion in other Coulomb systems [14℄. Hene, the rst ru-
ial improvement ontributed by Fisher and Levin (FL)
[9, 10℄ was to inorporate Bjerrum ion pairing [15℄ into
the DH theory: this then depletes the density of the free
ions that drive the transition, as a result of whih the pre-
dited ritial density inreases by a fator of 9. However,
in order to get an aeptable phase diagram, Fisher and
2Levin also found it essential to aount for the solvation
of the dipolar ion pairs, or dimers, by the residual ioni
uid. The resulting DHBjDI theory (with `DI' signi-
fying dipole-ioni-uid solvation) yields ritial param-
eters, namely, T ∗c,FL ≃ 0.055-0.057, ρ∗c,FL ≃ 0.026-0.028
whih, to date, provide the best agreement with the sim-
ulations (whih indiate T ∗c ≃ 0.04933, ρ∗c ≃ 0.075 [7℄).
The other most ommonly used theory, the mean
spherial approximation (MSA) [16, 17, 18, 19℄, yields
T ∗c,MSA=0.0785 (even higher than the simple DH theory)
and ρ∗c,MSA=0.0145 (via the energy route). Although, like
the other approximate theories, the FL approah makes
no reliable statements regarding the universality lass of
the ritiality  only lassial behavior arises [20℄  it
does provide signiant physial insights into the origin
and loation of the ritial point, speially identifying
the role of ioni assoiation, of the solvation of neutral
lusters, and of exluded-volume eets.
Two generalizations of the RPM are of profound in-
terest, namely, the size-asymmetri primitive model (or
SAPM) and the harge-asymmetri primitive model (or
CAPM). Indeed, it has been argued [2℄, that destroying
the (artiial) size symmetry of the RPM might even af-
fet the universality lass of the ritiality. It may be
suspeted that this feature will eventually be ruled out
by preise simulations. Nevertheless, it has been demon-
strated via exatly soluble ioni spherial models [21℄,
that size-asymmetry an produe dramati hanges: ex-
pliitly, the harge orrelations beome infeted by the
ritial density utuations leading to the destrution of
normal Debye exponential sreening at ritiality. Hene,
asymmetry should be arefully aounted for in any re-
alisti analyses of ioni ritiality.
In the size-asymmetri model the + and − ions have
unequal diameters: omputer simulations [22, 23℄ then
indiate that both T ∗c and ρ
∗
c derease with inreasing
size asymmetry. However, this is diretly opposite to
the trends predited by the MSA and some of its exten-
sions [19, 24℄. On the other hand, a DH-based theory
developed by Zukerman, Fisher and Bekiranov [25℄ that
reognizes the ruial existene of border zones around
eah ion in whih the harge is neessarily unbalaned,
does, in fat, predit the orret initial trends, as does
the ioni spherial model [21℄.
Here we study harge-asymmetri models in whih the
diameters of the basi positive and negative ions remain
equal, but the harges are in the ratio z:1 (z−=1). Al-
though this model is somewhat artiial for appliations
to, for example, multivalent molten salts suh as CaF2, or
AlCl3 (sine, in atuality, the ation and anion sizes are
rarely equal), it nonetheless, represents a valuable step
in searhing for a physial understanding of real systems
[26℄ whih exhibit both harge and size asymmetry (as
well, of ourse, as other omplexities suh as short range
attrations, et.).
One should remark, rst, that with the normalizations
(1.1) and (1.2), the original DH theory [8℄ predits that
T ∗c (z) and ρ
∗
c(z) are independent of z; furthermore, the
same is true for the MSA [18, 19℄. However, we attak the
problem via an approah whih extends the DH-based
methods developed by Fisher and Levin [9, 10℄ for the
RPM as skethed above. Speially, we alulate ap-
proximate ritial parameters and oexistene urves for
2:1 and 3:1 systems by expliitly aounting for the asso-
iation of the individual ions into dimeri, trimeri, and
tetrameri neutral and harged lusters, and by inlud-
ing the multipolar luster solvation free energies indued
by the ioni medium. In the alulations reported here
the exluded volume eets assoiated with the hard-ore
ion-ion repulsion enter in three ruial ways: rst, in the
solvation free energies of the individual ions, as in the
original DH theory, and of the neutral and harged ioni
lusters, as in FL; seondly, in the omputation of the
luster assoiation onstants whih play a pivotal role;
nally, via general hard-ore `virial terms' in the free en-
ergy (desribed within a simple free-volume approxima-
tion [10℄).
In its primary version our theory may be dubbed
a DHBjCI approah, with `CI' signifying luster-ioni-
uid solvation inluding the neutral (z+1)-mer and all
smaller harged lusters. When spei hard-ore (HC)
exluded-volume virial terms are inluded, we will la-
bel the theory DHBjCIHC. More detailed spei re-
nements will also be examined in order to understand
the interplay of various eets. However, in all ver-
sions, our approah unambiguously predits that the rit-
ial temperatures, T ∗c (z), derease with inreasing harge
asymmetry, z, while the ritial densities, ρ∗c(z), inrease
markedly. This behavior is exhibited in Figs. 1 and 2
and learly ontrasts with the z-independene predited
by the DH and MSA approximations. Furthermore, one
sees from the gures that our results mirror losely the
trends unovered by simulations [27, 28℄.
The main physial eet behind these trends appears
to be that inreasing the harge asymmetry produes a
larger number of neutral and harged, but relatively inert
ion lusters: the depletion of the density of (harged) ions
and their smaller average mean-square harge leads, rst,
to a lower ritial temperature, and, thereby, as in the 1:1
ase, to a higher ritial density. In Se. IX we explore
this interpretation further and present a omparison with
other urrent theories [18, 29, 30℄: these either fail to
yield even the orret sign of the hanges with z or else
predit eets that are muh too small!
In order to obtain eiently, aurate numerial val-
ues for the ritial parameters implied by the DHBjCI
theories, we have utilized the so-alled k-inetion loi
introdued reently [31, 32℄. These are dened as the
loi on whih χ(k) = χ(T, ρ)/ρk is maximal at xed T
above Tc, where χ(T, ρ) = ρ(∂ρ/∂p)T . These loi all in-
terset at the ritial point but their behavior is also of
interest on a larger sale: See Figs. 9 and 10 below. In
our analysis we nd that they are strongly dependent
on the details of the model (suh as the hard ores) as
well as on the harge asymmetry. Thus for our preferred
parameters, the values of k for whih the k-lous has a
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FIG. 1: Critial temperatures as a funtion of harge asym-
metry, z, as predited by the present DHBjCI theory [see Eqs.
(6.1), (6.4) and (6.6)℄ and its renements inluding hard-ore
(HC) virial terms with `standard' (triangles: see Table II) and
`optimal t' parameters [rosses: see Eqs. (6.2), (6.5) and
(6.9)℄, ompared with Monte Carlo simulations [27, 28℄ (open
irles) and the original Debye-Hükel (DH) theory. The spe-
i parameter values entering the alulations are disussed
in Se. VI: see (6.2), (6.5), et.
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FIG. 2: Critial densities as a funtion of harge asymmetry
z, as predited by the DHBjCI theory and its renements,
using the same onventions as in Fig. 1.
vertial slope at (Tc, ρc) are k0(z)≃0.93, 0.18, and −0.87
for z=1, 2, and 3, respetively. It should be possible to
hek these predited trends via simulations.
An interesting new feature that arises in our alula-
tions (but is absent by symmetry in the RPM) is the
appearane of a nontrivial eletrostati potential dier-
ene, ∆φ(T ), between oexisting liquid and vapor phases
when z 6= 1. This eletrostati potential, appropriately
deemed a Galvani potential [33, 34℄, has been expliitly
antiipated in the ase of 1:1 eletrolytes with nonsym-
metri ion-ion interations in an interesting phenomeno-
logial treatment by Muratov [35℄ (that, however, fails to
satisfy the important Stillinger-Lovett sum rule [36℄). It
also features in a detailed disussion of olloidal systems
(with z ≫ 1) by Warren [37℄.
However, the dependene of ∆φ on z for moderate
harge asymmetry has not been examined previously. On
approah to the ritial point we nd that ∆φ(T ) van-
ishes as |T−Tc|β , where, beause our approximations are
lassial in harater, we obtain β= 12 . (A similar onlu-
sion is reahed for the asymmetri 1:1 eletrolyte in [35℄).
As a onsequene of this potential dierene, a harged
double layer [33, 34℄ will exist at a two-phase, liquid-
vapor interfae; this, in turn, will be of signiane for
interfaial properties suh as the surfae tension, whih
have been studied theoretially, to our knowledge, only
for the RPM [38, 39℄.
The balane of this artile is laid out as follows: in
the next setion pertinent thermodynami priniples are
summarized briey. Se. III then desribes the omputa-
tion of assoiation onstants for the primary set of as-
soiated lusters onsisting of one ation of harge +zq0
and m ≤ z anions of harge −q0; detailed alulations
for tetramers are presented in Appendix A. The ruial
multipolar eletrostati ontributions to the Helmholtz
free energy are analyzed in Se. IV. These and other in-
gredients are ombined in Se. V to obtain expressions
for the total free energy and, thene, in Se. VI quan-
titative results for the 2:1 and 3:1 models (following a
brief aount of the pure DH theory). A disussion of
the k-inetion loi is presented in Se. VII. Se. VIII
is devoted to the Galvani potentials while, as mentioned,
our results are reviewed briey and ompared with those
of other urrent theories in Se. IX, the varied preditions
for the ritial parameters being summarized in Figs. 13
and 14.
II. SOME BASIC THERMODYNAMICS
A. Phase Equilibrium
A z:1 eletrolyte may be regarded (negleting the sol-
vent) as a single-omponent system sine putting N0
neutral `moleules' (eah of one positive and z negative
ions) at temperature T into a domain of volume V om-
pletely denes the thermodynami state. The total num-
ber of ions is then N = (z + 1)N0, while the total ioni
number density, ρ ≡ N/V , also measures the density of
the original moleules. The total Helmholtz free energy,
F (T, V,N) may be introdued, in standard notation, via
the dierential relation
dF = −SdT − pdV + µdN , (2.1)
4where µ is the hemial potential onjugate to the total
number of ions. In the thermodynami limit, the redued
variables
f¯(T, ρ) ≡ −F/V kBT, and
µ¯(T, ρ) ≡ µ/kBT = −(∂f¯/∂ρ)T , (2.2)
are onvenient [9, 10℄. The redued pressure follows from
the variational expression
p¯(T, µ) ≡ p/kBT = max
ρ
(
f¯(T, ρ) + µ¯ρ
)
. (2.3)
Then phase oexistene (if present) at a given temper-
ature is speied by the equilibrium onditions
p(T, ρv) = p(T, ρl) and µ(T, ρv) = µ(T, ρl) , (2.4)
where the subsripts v and l indiate vapor and liquid
phases, respetively. These equations determine the den-
sities in the two phases: at the ritial temperature and
density, ρl(T ) and ρv(T ) oinide.
The single-omponent or moleular thermodynami
formulation takes are of overall eletroneutrality in a
natural way and utilizes only one overall hemial po-
tential. It is omplete, in priniple, if one knows the
Helmholtz free energy density f¯(T, ρ). An alternate ap-
proah is to treat the isolated or free ions, and the var-
ious lusters into whih they assoiate, eah as distint
speies in thermal equilibrium with one other. Sine the
exat alulation of f¯(T, ρ) is intratable, this latter ap-
proah is useful in onstruting approximations for the
overall free energy density. Suh a formulation, however,
requires the priniples ofmultiomponent thermodynam-
is that have have been reviewed systematially by FL
for the harge-symmetri RPM in [10℄ (heneforth ab-
breviated as I). The formulation needed for the harge-
asymmetri models is quite similar to that outlined in I
but ontains some subtle dierenes. Thus, even at the
ost of some repetition, we outline the main priniples
here.
Consider a system of distint speies σ, whih may
be free ions or ion lusters (σ = +,− for the original
ions, and σ = 2, 3, · · · for dimers, trimers, et.), with
number densities ρσ=Nσ/V , where Nσ is the number of
entities of speies σ. The Helmholtz free energy density
f¯(T ; {ρσ}) an be dened through a generalization of the
single-omponent formulation above [see Eqs. (2.4) and
(2.5) in I℄. The redued hemial potential for speies σ
then follows from
µ¯σ(T ; {ρσ}) ≡ µσ/kBT = −(∂f¯/∂ρσ) . (2.5)
Sine all the speies present will be in hemial equilib-
rium, the sum of the hemial potentials of the reatants
in any reation will equal the sum of the hemial po-
tentials of the produts [see I(2.2) and I(2.3)℄. These
equations together with onditions (2.4) and overall ele-
troneutrality, namely,∑
σ
qσρσ = 0 , (2.6)
determine the system in equilibrium. For alulating the
pressure one may still use Eq. (2.3), or, equivalently, the
multiomponent form I(2.6).
For a multiomponent system in whih none of the
speies has a net harge, thermal equilibrium demands
that the hemial potentials of eah speies math in o-
existing phases. More generally, however, it is the ele-
trohemial potential that must be equal in both phases
so that for a speies σ one has
µσ,v + qσφv = µσ,l + qσφl , (2.7)
where qσ is the net harge of partiles of speies σ and
φv(T ) and φl(T ) denote the (in general distint) ele-
trostati potentials in the oexisting vapor and liquid
phases, respetively. Then ∆φ(T ) ≡ φl − φv is the ab-
solute eletrostati potential dierene between the two
phases, i.e., the interphase Galvani potential [33, 34℄. In
the moleular or `overall' formalism presented above, the
orret phase behavior an be obtained without any ref-
erene to the Galvani potential sine the hemial poten-
tial µ, onjugate to the overall density ρ, orresponds to
a neutral speies that is insensitive to the eletrostati
potential φ. Nevertheless, the Galvani potential repre-
sents a signiant feature, that is not present (or vanishes
identially) in the RPM: it is disussed in further detail
in Se. VIII.
B. Free Energy Contributions
Our aim is to onstrut a physially appropriate, al-
beit approximate free energy for the model systems by
adding ontributions that arise from the various degrees
of freedom and the underlying mehanisms and intera-
tions. As a zeroth order approximation any uid may be
taken as an ideal gas. Thus, for eah speies we invoke
an ideal-gas term
f¯ Id(T ; ρσ) = ρσ − ρσ ln[ρσCσ(T )] , (2.8)
where Cσ(T ) depends on the internal ongurational par-
tition funtion of speies σ, ζσ(T ), and the de Broglie
wavelength, Λσ(T ) (see I for details).
The prinipal ontribution to the interation free en-
ergy of our model eletrolyte omes from the eletrostati
interations between the ions. We will use a DH harg-
ing approah to alulate the eletrostati free energy of
eah speies as disussed in detail in Se. IV below. The
only other signiant interation between the ions is the
hard-ore interation.
The various forms of additive free energy orretions
for the hard-ore ontributions that might be employed
are disussed at length in I. However, we have not ex-
plored the range of these options here. It may be noted,
rst, that suh seond-order and higher virial-type or-
retions [9, 10℄, enter formally in higher order in powers
of the overall density than do the (leading) eletrostati
terms. Seondly, the exat hard-ore diameters already
5play a quantitatively signiant role in DH theory itself
(see Se. VA below). Furthermore, as observed in the
Introdution, the exat hard-ores are equally vital in
the formation of ion lusters, thereby aeting the values
of the orresponding assoiation onstants whih in turn
play a dominant role. Finally, the formation of tightly
bound lusters (see I and below) at temperatures . Tc
has the eet, at the rather low densities near ritiality,
of markedly inreasing the available free volume relative
to a uid with only hard-ore interations.
For these reasons, in the present study we have on-
ned our onsiderations to a simple free-volume approx-
imation whih adds
f¯HC = (
∑
τ
ρτ ) ln(1−
∑
σ
Bσρσ) , (2.9)
to the Helmholtz free energy. In the low density limit
with all speies regarded as hard spheres of diameters
aσ, the exat value of the oeients Bσ is 2pia
3
σ/3. But,
as noted in I, this hoie for equisized hard spheres im-
plies an unrealistially low maximum density at ρ∗ =
3/2pi ≃ 0.48 in ontrast to the true, f paking density
of ρ∗max =
√
2 ≃ 1.41. A reasonable alternative hoie
for use at intermediate densities is thus to take eetive
values of the Bσ oeients orresponding to b lose
paking [40℄, namely, Bσ/a
3
σ = 4/3
√
3 ≃ 0.770. We will,
hereafter, refer to this hoie as using b hard ores;
its inuene on the values of the ritial parameters will
be examined below in Se. VI.
We may remark, however, that while some improve-
ments in aounting for volume-exlusion may still be
feasible, the studies in I indiate that straightforward,
naive approahes tend to strongly over-estimate the ex-
luded volume eets. This seems to our beause the
dominant many-partile ioni orrelations in the low-
temperature moderately dense liquid lead to an ex-
panded rystal-like struture that sreens out diret
hard-ore interations: see plot (d) in Fig. 6 of I and
the related disussion in I Se. 8.5.
III. ASSOCIATION CONSTANTS FOR ION
CLUSTERS
The suess of the DHBjDI theory in estimating the
ritial point of the RPM, together with snapshots of
primitive models of ioni uids from omputer simula-
tions [27, 28℄ indiate that a high degree of assoiation is
present in the ritial neighborhood. A areful analysis of
the assoiation onstants for ion lusters is therefore es-
sential. Here, we generalize Bjerrum's original approah
[15℄ to dene and alulate the assoiation onstants for a
set of primary lusters whih ontain one entral ation
of harge zq0 surrounded by 1 ≤ m ≤ z singly harged
anions (a general dimer onguration is illustrated in
Fig. 3). These primary lusters with, inluding the bare
ions, net harges qσ = (−1, 0,+1, · · · ,+z)q0, will be the
rst to form when the temperature is lowered, and the
density, inreased.
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FIG. 3: A dimer with the two ions separated by a distane a1.
The dotted sphere indiates the losest possible approah by
a sreening ion. The dashed sphere of radius a2 represents an
eetive exlusion zone for solvation omputations: Se. IVA.
Of ourse other, larger lusters of ions must eventually
ome into play. However, insofar as their net harges
fall in the same range, they may be subsumed, in a rst
approximation, under the like-harged ions and primary
lusters: see the disussion in I Ses. 8.3 and 8.4. The
most important exeption is probably the doubly over-
harged moleular lusters with m=z + 2 ounterions:
however, we believe that suh lusters will not ontribute
signiantly in the ritial region for z ≤ 4.
To proeed, onsider a harge q+ = zq0 xed at the
origin of a Cartesian oordinate system with m satellite
harges q−=−q0 around it. Form=3 one has a tetramer
for whih Fig. 4 illustrates a general onguration, and let
ri be the position vetor of the i
-th
satellite. The redued
ongurational energy (eletrostati plus hard-ore) for
suh a system, normalized by q+q−/Da, is
Em,z({ri}) =
m∑
i=1
a
ri
−
∑
(i,j)
a
zrij
, if ri, rij ≥ a,
= −∞, otherwise, (3.1)
where ri = |ri|, rij = |ri − rj |, and (i, j) indiates a sum
over all distint pairs. The assoiation onstant for a
luster or (m + 1)-mer formed by these harges is the
internal partition funtion
Km,z(T ;R) =
1
m!
m∏
i=1
∫ R
a
dri exp[Em,z({ri})/T ∗] ,
(3.2)
where R is a suitable ut-o radius without whih all the
integrals would diverge at large distanes.
The hoie of R is neessarily somewhat arbitrary sine
there is no lear, absolute riterion for when a group of
ions is to be onsidered assoiated. The ambiguity in
hoosing a ut-o radius arises even for the simplest pos-
sible luster, a dimer (m=1). In that ase Bjerrum [15℄
observed that the integrand in (3.2) exhibits a minimum
at a radius RBj = a/2T ∗; thus he hose R = RBj as the
612
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FIG. 4: A onguration of a tetramer with oordinates suit-
able for alulating the assoiation onstant. The small dot-
ted spheres indiate the ground-state orientations of the satel-
lite ions. The entral positive ion is loated at the origin.
ut-o for T ∗ < 12 (sine for T
∗ ≥ 12 one has RBj ≤ a).
Evidently, the hoie R=RBj, makes the assoiation on-
stant least sensitive to the value of the ut-o. Bjerrum's
hoie, however, may reasonably be onsidered as un-
physial sine RBj(T ) beomes unbounded when T falls
to zero while one expets a (+,−) ion pair to beome
more tightly bound at lower temperatures. This issue
is disussed in I (see Se. 6.2) where Bjerrum's assoia-
tion onstant is also ompared with other denitions: see
also [25, 41℄. While Bjerrum's ut-o, RBj, has no diret
relevane to the atual physial size of a dimer whih is
muh more ompat (as analyzed in I, Se. 6.2)  the
value and behavior of Bjerrum's assoiation onstant is
numerially aurate for T ∗ . 116 despite the unphysial
nature of the ut-o.
In light of this analysis we generalize Bjerrum's ap-
proah and hoose the ut-o R so that (∂Km,z/∂R) is
minimal. For dimers, the hoie of the ut-o makes
very little dierene over a wide range of R at and below
T ∗ = 116 . However, one may antiipate that the depen-
dene of Km=z,z(T ;R) for m>1 will be more sensitive to
the hoie of R beause the ground state binding energy
per (q+, q−) bond (for a neutral luster) beomes smaller
with inreasing z [42℄. As a onsequene we must expet
our estimates for the ritial densities to beome less re-
liable with inreasing harge asymmetry.
It should also be noted that our hoie of integration
domain (3.2) is somewhat arbitrary. Thus by taking the
outer boundary surfae to be ri =R (for all i) we have
hosen to integrate over an m-dimensional hyperube.
Instead, one might well hoose the m-dimensional hyper-
sphere:
∑
j r
2
j ≤ R2 + (m − 1)2a2 (where j runs from 1
to m), or, say, a hyperube ut along its body diagonal,∑
j rj ≤ R + (m − 1)a. However, it is reassuring that
for m=2, where exat numerial alulations are possi-
ble, the hoie of integration domain makes a dierene
of less than 0.5% in K2,2 at T
∗
c,DH=0.0625; furthermore,
the sensitivity to this hoie is redued at lower temper-
atures.
Now, for small T , the integral dening Km,z is domi-
nated by the ground state energy of the luster, and, it
is appropriate, therefore, to expand the integrand about
the ground state onguration. After appropriate saling
of the radial variables, we obtain, for m ≥ 3, the general
form
Km,z(T ;R) =
1
m!
8pim+1/2Jma3m∏2m−3
k=1 λ
1/2
m,k
×
zm−3/2 T ∗2m−3/2
(Cm,z)m
exp(mCm,z/T
∗) Im,z(T ∗;R) , (3.3)
where the residual integral satises
Im,z(T ∗;R) = 1 +O(T ∗) , (3.4)
while the λm,k's are the eigenvalues of the redued
quadrati form desribing the angular variation of the
energy. The dominant exponential dependene is on-
trolled by Cm,z , the binding energy per satellite in units
of (q+q−/Da), while Jm is the Jaobian of the trans-
formation leading to the diagonalization of the angular
integrals. In Appendix A the alulations are performed
expliitly for tetramers (m = 3: see Fig. 4) thereby il-
lustrating the general proedure. Evidently the prinipal
T -dependene of the assoiation onstant an be found
by saling the variables and expanding the integrand for
small T ∗. A full alulation, however, requires an evalu-
ation of the residual integral fator Im,z(T ∗;R).
Dimers and trimers turn out to be speial ases for
whih the general form (3.3) does not apply. Neverthe-
less, the alulations follow similar lines. For dimers the
assoiation onstant has been disussed in detail in I.
Expanding around the ground state yields
K1,z(T ;R) = 4pia
3T ∗ exp[1/T ∗] I1,z(T ∗;R) . (3.5)
Moreover, using the Bjerrum ut-o RBj and evaluating
analytially the integral over r in (3.2) gives [10℄
I1,z(T ∗;RBj) = 1
6T ∗4
e−1/T
∗
[Ei(1/T ∗)− Ei(2) + e2]
− 1
6T ∗3
(1 + T ∗ + 2T ∗2) , (3.6)
where Ei(y) is the standard exponential integral. Beause
of the normalization (1.1), this result is independent of
z. The asymptoti expansion for small T ∗ is, in addition,
independent of R and given by
I1,z(T ∗;R) = 1+4T ∗+4 ·5T ∗2+4 ·5 ·6T ∗3+ . . . . (3.7)
7We note that when T ≤ 0.1, this expansion gives reason-
ably aurate results if trunated at the smallest term:
see I.
For trimers, a similar but more elaborate alulation
yields,
K2,z(T
∗;R) = 32pi2
zT ∗3a6
(1− 1/4z)2
exp[2(1− 1/4z)/T ∗] I2,z(T ∗;R) . (3.8)
However, in ontrast to dimers, an exat analytial re-
sult for I2,z(T ∗;R) seems inaessible for any value of z.
Nevertheless, one an obtain preise results by numerial
integration. For our subsequent alulations we need re-
sults for trimers with z=2 and 3, i.e., the integrals I2,2,
and I2,3. Generalizing the Bjerrum proedure, we deter-
mine the appropriate, optimal utos, Rm,z by searh-
ing numerially for the minima of (∂Km,z/∂R) at xed
temperature. The results an be saled onveniently by
setting R2,z/a= R˜2,z(T
∗)/T ∗, where, typially, we nd
R˜2,2(0.05) ≃ 0.263, R˜2,3(0.05) ≃ 0.336 . (3.9)
For z = 2, the sensitivity of the trimer assoiation on-
stant to the ut-o is markedly greater than found for
dimers (whih was illustrated graphially in I Fig. 3). At
a temperature T ∗=0.052 (some 6% above the predited
value of T ∗c (z = 2): see Se. VI) inreasing (dereasing)
R2,2 by 20% inreases (dereases) K2,2 by about 0.7%.
However, as is explained in Se. VI, these hanges do
not signiantly alter the predited ritial parameters.
Beause of the larger entral harge, the sensitivity of
I2,3 to the ut-o is signiantly smaller at the relevant
temperatures.
Even if one employs a preise numerial alulation of
K2,z for trimers, it is worth noting that it an be repro-
dued quite aurately by Padé approximants [43℄ that
embody the small-T ∗ expansion of I2,z. For example,
when z=2, the expansion
I2,2(T ∗;R) = 1− 76
49
T ∗ +
357248
2401
T ∗2
− 222368768
117649
T ∗3 +
7109382144
117649
T ∗4 + . . . , (3.10)
yields a [1/3] Padé approximant that up to T ∗ = 0.055,
agrees with the results of numerial integration to better
than 4%. With this in mind, we onsider the approah
also for tetramers.
Indeed, for tetramers (needed only for the ase z=3),
expanding about the ground state yields,
K3,z(T
∗;R) =
48
5
21/231/4pi7/2
z3/2a9T ∗9/2
(1− 1/√3 z)3×
exp[(3−
√
3/z)/T ∗] I3,z(T ∗;R) ; (3.11)
See Appendix A. However, the alulation of I3,z proves
diult even numerially. Asymptoti expansion for
TABLE I: Fitted expansion oeients ij for alulating the
tetramer assoiation onstant K3,3(T
∗): see (3.11)- (3.13).
j 10−(j+3) ij j 10
−(j+3) ij j 10
−16 ij
8 − 0.419627 12 55.247 16 13.8829
9 2.17887 13 − 44.2769 17 2.58295
10 2.6276 14 12.4183 18 0.40201
11 − 28.3178 15 0.558599
small T ∗ yields I3,3 = I(7)3,3 + O(T ∗8) with (after some
eorts)
I(7)3,3(T ∗;R) = 1 + 4.26324T ∗+ 157.697T ∗2
+ 353.407T ∗3 + 29636.117T ∗4 − 58642.1T ∗5
+ 8.5259.106T ∗6 − 7.07815.107 T ∗7 . (3.12)
One an then form and examine all the approximants up
to order 7. One observes readily that the [5/2] approx-
imant seems the most reliable judging its onvergene
relative to the other approximants: see Fig. 5.
However, sine the tetramer is of prime importane
for ritiality in the 3:1 model, and beause one knows
that an approximant based only on the low-T asymp-
totis must fail at some value of T ∗ (of likely magnitude
∼ 0.1), we have undertaken a Monte-Carlo evaluation of
I3,3 [44℄: see Fig. 5. The details are desribed in Ap-
pendix B. It transpires that the [5/2] Padé approximant
agrees to within 4% with the preise numerial alu-
lation up to T ∗ = 0.06 (whih is 15% higher than the
DHBjCI value of T ∗c (z = 3) as an be seen in Fig. 1).
Nevertheless, for our expliit alulations we tted the
Monte Carlo alulations of I3,3 to the form
I3,3(T ∗;R) = I(7)3,3(T ∗;R) +
∑18
j=8
ij T
∗j , (3.13)
where the oeients ij are listed in Table I. As seen
in Fig. 5, the t is very good and, indeed, provides an
auray of one part in 103 or better. In reality, it prob-
ably remains valid some way above T ∗ = 0.10; but it is
also lear that the [5/2] approximant fails rapidly above
T ∗ = 0.06 and shows notieable deviations already for
T ∗&0.04.
IV. ELECTROSTATIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE FREE ENERGY
A. General onsiderations
To alulate the eletrostati part of the free energy we
adopt the basi DH strategy [8℄ but, as in [9℄, we gener-
alize the approah to inlude luster speies that ontain
more than one ion and, thus, are not spherially sym-
metri. Consider a luster (possibly just a single ion) of
speies σ that has harges {qi} at positions {ri}. Ow-
ing to the hard-ore repulsions the free sreening ions
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FIG. 5: Calulation of the assoiation onstant integral
I3,3(T
∗). The dashed line represents the [5/2] Padé approx-
imant while the dotted lines portray the [6/1] and [2/5] ap-
proximants. The solid irles result from Monte Carlo inte-
gration while the solid line is a polynomial t: see (3.13).
are prevented from entering the exlusion zone of the
speies: see, for example, the dimer with one +2q0 and
one −q0 ion whih has a dumbbell shaped exlusion zone
as seen in see Fig. 3.
To estimate the free energy of an isolated luster in an
atmosphere of sreening ions, of densities ρν and harges
qν , we approximate its exlusion zone by a sphere of ra-
dius aσ [9, 10℄: for the seletion of an appropriate value
for aσ, see below in Se. VC. At this point we will sup-
pose only that the hoie of origin for this eetive ex-
lusion sphere is suh that all the harges of the luster
are inluded within it. A spei riterion for the preise
hoie of origin for the eetive exlusion sphere (when
not ditated by an obvious symmetry) will be developed
for eah luster speies as we address them individually.
For r ≤ aσ, the overall eletrostati potential may gen-
erally be expanded in terms of the spherial harmonis
Yl,m as
Φ<(r, θ, ϕ) =
1
D
∑
l,m
4pi
2l + 1
×
[∑
i
qiY
∗
l,m(θi, ϕi)
rli,<
rl+1i,>
+ Al,m r
l
]
Yl,m(θ, ϕ) , (4.1)
where D is the dieletri onstant of the medium, i
labels the partiles of the luster σ, the qi are their
harges and the (ri, θi, ϕi), their oordinates, while ri,<=
min(r, ri), ri,> = max(r, ri), and the notation
∑
l,m
means
∑∞
l=0
∑l
m=−l. We note that the boundary on-
dition at the origin is already taken into aount in this
expression.
For r ≥ aσ the potential arising from the luster ions
in σ is sreened by the external ions and hene we may
expand the potential as
Φ>(r, θ, ϕ) =
1
D
∑
l,m
Bl,m kl(κr)Yl,m(θ, ϕ) , (4.2)
in whih sreening is embodied in the boundary ondition
Φ> → 0 when r→∞ [whih relates rather diretly to the
introdution of the eletrostati potential φ in (2.7)℄. The
inverse Debye length introdued here is dened generally
by
κ(T, {ρτ}) =
(
4pi
∑
τ
ρτ q
2
τ/DkBT
)1/2
≡ 1/ξD , (4.3)
and, when onvenient, we will write
κa = x and κaσ = xσ . (4.4)
The spherial Bessel funtions
kl(x) = gl(x)e
−x/xl+1 , (4.5)
that arise in the solution of the Debye-Hükel or lin-
earized Poisson-Boltzmann equation, are onveniently
speied in terms of the polynomials
gl(x) =
l∑
m=0
(l +m)!
2mm!(l −m)!x
l−m , (4.6)
(so that g0(x)=1, g1(x)=1+x, g2(x)=3+3x+x
2
, et.)
On the surfae of the exlusion sphere, r=aσ, math-
ing Φ< and ∇Φ< to Φ> and ∇Φ> (the usual onditions
expressing ontinuity of the potential and absene of sur-
fae harge) yields the oeients
Al,m = −Ql,m
a2l+1σ
[
1− (2l + 1)kl(xσ)
xσ kl+1(xσ)
]
, (4.7)
Bl,m =
4piQl,m
al+1σ xσ kl+1(xσ)
, (4.8)
in whih the luster multipole moments, Ql,m, whih will
play a entral role in our alulations, are given by
Ql,m =
∑
i
Y ∗l,m(θi, ϕi) qi ri
l , (4.9)
where the summation runs over the partiles of the lus-
ter σ. In (4.1), the potential arising diretly from the
ions in the luster (without any ontribution from the
sreening ions) is
Φ0(r, θ, ϕ) =
1
D
∑
l,m
4pi
2l + 1
Yl,m(θ, ϕ)
×
∑
i
qiY
∗
l,m(θi, ϕi)
rli,<
rl+1i,>
, (4.10)
9and therefore, the potential inside the exlusion sphere
arising from the external sreening ions is merely
Φ˜<(r; {ri, qi}) =
∑
l,m
4pi
2l + 1
Al,m r
l Yl,m(θ, ϕ) , (4.11)
where r = (r, θ, ϕ) and the Al,m are given by (4.7). The
eletrostati ontribution of the speies σ to the total free
energy now follows via the Debye harging proess [8, 9℄
as
F Elσ (T, {ρσ}, V ) =
Nσ
D
∫ 1
0
∑
i
qidλ Φ˜<(ri; {rj , λqj}) ,
(4.12)
and normalizing by V kBT , we nally obtain
f¯Elσ (T, {ρσ}) ≡ −F Elσ /V kBT
=
β
D
ρσ
∞∑
l=0
4pi v2l(xσ)
(2l + 1)a2l+1σ
l∑
m=−l
|Qσl,m|2 ,
(4.13)
where the ruial expressions are
v2l(x) =
∫ 1
0
dλλ
[
1− (2l + 1)kl(λx)
λxkl+1(λx)
]
=
2l + 1
x2
{
ln
[
gl+1(x)
gl+1(0)
]
− x+ x
2
2(2l+ 1)
}
, (4.14)
while the `multipole-squared amplitudes',
∑
m |Qσl,m|2,
are independent of the axes dening the polar oordi-
nates.
B. Monomers
Consider a monomer (or single + or − ion) with di-
ameter a±= a and harge q±. The multipole expansion
(4.9) ontains only the l = 0 term with Q0,0 = q±/
√
4pi.
Substituting into (4.13) gives the redued free energy of
a monomer in a loud of sreening ions
f¯El± (T, {ρσ}) =
q2±
q+|q−|T ∗ ρ±v0(κa) . (4.15)
If only monomers are present, summing the ontributions
from the positive and negative ions leads to the familiar
DH free energy [8, 9℄, namely,
f¯DH(T, {ρσ}) = [ln(1+κa)−κa+ 12 (κa)
2
]/4pia3 . (4.16)
This result, whih depends only on x=κa is, in fat, gen-
erally valid for any number of harged speies, provided
all of them have the same size and the system is over-
all eletrially neutral: as well known, it reprodues the
exatly known answers at the leading low-density order.
C. Dimers
For our z:1 system, onsider the dimer illustrated in
Fig. 3 with a ation of harge q+ = zq0, separated from
an anion of harge q−=−q0 by a distane a1. (In reality,
a1 ≥ a will be a utuating distane; but, as disussed in
detail in I, we may, in reasonable approximation, regard
it as a denite funtion of T : see also in Se. VC be-
low.) Let a2 be the radius of the eetive exlusion sphere
(whih, learly, should inrease when a1 inreases). Sine
the dimer is asymmetri unless z=1 we displae the en-
ter of the exlusion sphere towards the positive ation,
by a distane pa1: see Fig. 3. One should expet the
optimal value of p to depend on z: by symmetry, one
must surely hoose p= 12 for z=1, but when z →∞ one
should, likewise, have p → 0. For the moment it sues
to assume 0 ≤ p ≤ 1: a onrete riterion for hoosing p
will emerge below.
In the onguration of Fig. 3, the leading multipole
moments are
Ql,0 =
√
2l+ 1
4pi
q0a
l
1[zp
l + (−1)l+1(1− p)l] , (4.17)
and Ql,m=0 if m 6= 0. Substituting the above into (4.13)
yields the dimer ontribution
f¯El2 (T ; {ρσ}) =
ρ2
zT ∗
×
∞∑
l=0
a a2l1
a2l+12
[zpl + (−1)l+1(1− p)l]2 v2l(x2) . (4.18)
The value of this sum and its rate of onvergene learly
depends on the value of p. Expliit numerial tests using
a1/a= 1, a2/a= 3[1 + ln(3)/2]/4 (the `angular average'
value disussed in Se. VC) show that the series on-
verges suiently rapidly that, to the preision of inter-
est, one need not onsider terms beyond l=2 (see also I).
Indeed, for z=2 and 3 and 1 ≤ x2 ≤ 5, the l≥3 remain-
der for p= 12 varies only from 0.8% to 1.6% of the l=2
or dipolar term and an thus be safely negleted within
the auray of this alulation. Evidently, a reasonable
riterion for the optimal value of p would be that whih
minimizes the full sum of terms from l=2 to ∞. In view
of the rapid onvergene, however, a very satisfatory op-
tion is to hoose the value of p that minimizes the l=2
or quadrupolar term: this yields the simple result
p = 1/(1 +
√
z) . (4.19)
This value, in fat, eliminates the quadrupolar term en-
tirely and satises the two limiting ases, z = 1 and
z → ∞, disussed above. Adopting this expression for
p and negleting the terms with l ≥ 3 in (4.18), we ob-
tain the very satisfatory approximation
f¯El2 (T ; {ρσ}) =
(z − 1)2
zT ∗
ρ2
a
a2
v0(x2) +
1
T ∗
ρ2
aa21
a32
v2(x2) , (4.20)
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FIG. 6: A trimer bent at an angle 2α. The dotted sphere
indiates the losest approah by a sreening ion. The ex-
lusion zone is approximated by a sphere, shown dashed, of
radius a3.
whih we will employ below. It is interesting to note that
the hoie (4.19) also makes the oeient of the l=1 (or
dipolar) term independent of z. Furthermore, numerial
alulations show that for this hoie of p, the l ≥ 3
remainder divided by the l=1 term is redued by a fator
of about 1/z relative to the symmetrial assignment p=
1
2 .
D. Trimers
In onsidering the solvation of a trimer speies, the
rst point to note is that although the ground state is
linear (in the form: −q0,+zq0,−q0) and so has a vanish-
ing dipole moment, the typial utuating onguration
at nite temperatures must be bent and hene have a
dipole moment of magnitude of order q0a. Indeed, ex-
amination of snapshots of simulations for z ≥ 2 in the
ritial viinity (see, e.g., [28℄) fully onrms this on-
lusion. Aordingly, onsider, as illustrated in Fig. 6, a
trimer whih is (say, instantaneously) bent at an angle
2α. To simplify the analysis, we will suppose that it is
adequate to x the radial distanes r1 and r2 for both
satellite anions at the spaing a1. (As disussed in I,
and also below, we expet the utuations in a1 to be
relatively small.)
For the eetive exlusion sphere, now of radius, say, a3
(see Fig. 6), the issue of the plaement of its enter again
arises. By symmetry (having imposed r1 = r2 = a1) the
enter should lie on the bisetor of the angle 2α whih, in
Fig. 6, has been identied as the z-axis. Then, in analogy
to the dimer, we enter the exlusion sphere at a distane
pa1osα displaed from the enter of the entral ation
(or harge q+) towards the two anions of harge q− whose
axial loation lies at a distane a1 cosα as projeted onto
the biseting axis. With this plaement of the enter, we
nd the multipole-squared amplitudes
|Q0,0|2 = (1/4pi)(z − 2)2q20 , (4.21)∑
m
|Q1,m|2 = (3/4pi)[zp+ 2(1− p)]2(cosα)2q20a21 ,
(4.22)∑
m
|Q2,m|2 = (5/4pi)
{
3 sin4 α+
(
sin2 α
+ [zp2 − 2(1− p)2] cos2 α)2}q20a41 .
(4.23)
In an ideal alulation of the solvation free energy of
trimers, every trimer bent at a spei angle would be
treated as a separate speies in its own right. However,
to make our alulations tratable we substitute these
expressions for the multipole-squared moments into the
basi result (4.13) and replae the fators that depend on
α by thermal averages to obtain
f¯El3 (T ; {ρσ}) =
ρ3
zT ∗
{
(z − 2)2 a
a3
v0(x3) + [zp+ 2(1− p)]2
〈
cos2 α
〉 aa21
a33
v2(x3)
+
〈
3 sin4 α+ {[zp2 − 2(1− p)2] cos2 α+ sin2 α}2〉 aa41
a53
v4(x3) + . . .
}
. (4.24)
Again, an ideal alulation would reognize that the in-
reased solvation free energies resulting from larger dipole
moments, should enhane the thermal weight of more
highly bent trimers. However, we will forgo suh a rene-
ment (whih would require a umbersome self-onsistent
formulation) and merely weight the bent trimer ong-
urations via the Boltzmann fators omputed with the
bare luster energies. Aordingly, we onsider the
thermal average 〈O〉 of an angular funtion O at tem-
perature T to be dened by
〈O〉 ≡
∫ pi/2
pi/6
dα sin 2αO(α) eE(α)/T∗
/
∫ pi/2
pi/6
dα sin 2αeE(α)/T
∗
, (4.25)
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where E(α)=−a/2za1 sinα is the redued repulsion en-
ergy between the two satellite anions. Note that in set-
ting the lower limits of integration at α = pi/6 (due to
hard-ore repulsions), we have negleted a domain of los-
est approah, and, hene, highest repulsive energy, that
is aessible when a1 > a. In fat, in the following alu-
lations, we will need only the two averages 〈sin2α〉 and
〈sin4α〉 whih follow from the expressions
〈sin2nα〉 = 1
(2zT ∗)2n
s2n+3(1/zT
∗)− s2n+3(1/2zT ∗)
s3(1/zT ∗)− s3(1/2zT ∗) ,
(4.26)
where
sn(x) =
(−1)n−1
(n− 1)!
[
Ei(−x) + e
−x
x
n−2∑
k=0
(−1)k k!
xk
]
.
(4.27)
As regards the hoie of p, a rst guess is to hoose the
value pmin whih minimizes the quadrupolar term. How-
ever, this leads to unphysial features suh as pmin < 0
and even to pmin → −∞ when T ∗ → 0 (when, in fat,
trimers beome straighter and straighter). The alterna-
tive adopted here is to aept the value of p in the inter-
val 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 that minimizes the quadrupolar term. One
may verify that this value is p=0 for 0.003 < T ∗ < 0.06,
yielding a quadrupolar term that agrees with the exat
minimum to within 3%.
In summary, although, as indiated, various rene-
ments of our approah may readily be ontemplated,
we believe that the formulation reasonably aptures the
essential physis underlying the solvation of utuating
trimeri ion lusters.
E. Tetramers
For z ≥ 3, one must allow for the formation of
tetramers and inlude their solvation free energy. A
tetramer in its ground state is planar with ϕ=0, satellite
radii ri = |ri| = a, (i = 1, 2, 3) and angular separations,
θ12 = θ13 = 2pi/3 (see Fig. 4). As for the trimers, ther-
mal utuations about the ground state onguration
give rise to signiant dipole moments that are absent at
T =0. To takle this issue we estimate the solvation free
energy of a tetramer by onsidering the harmoni nor-
mal modes of angular osillation about the ground state
onguration. (Note that these modes already enter into
the alulation of the orresponding assoiation onstant:
see Appendix A.) For eah mode, a thermal average of
the ontributions of the individual multipole moments
is omputed; the sum of these mean-square terms then
provides a value for the overall multipole free energy. Of
ourse, this approximation neglets the nonlinear inter-
ations between the modes but, beause of the relatively
low value of the ritial temperature, this should not be
numerially signiant.
Following our treatment of trimers, we will x the three
satellite radii at a1; the exlusion zone for the tetramer
will be approximated by a sphere of xed radius a4 whih
we hoose to enter on the positive ore ion (of harge
+zq0). Ideally, the origin of the eetive exlusion sphere
should again be plaed so that, say, the total ontribution
of the quadrupolar free-energy term is minimized. For
the present alulations, however, only the ase z=3 will
be utilized: then the tetramers are neutral so that both
monopole and dipole moments are independent of the
origin about whih they are dened. The variations of the
quadrupole moments due to small displaements of the
origin and, likewise, variations in the exlusion diameter
a4 that might reasonably be assoiated with thermally
indued shape hanges, may be negleted at the level of
preision appropriate in light of the other approximations
of the theory. (Note that hanges in the denition of a4
are studied quantitatively in Se. VI, below.)
A planar tetramer has three angular normal modes:
two `in-plane' modes and one `out-of-plane' mode. The
rst two modes orrespond to ϕ=0 in Fig. 4 [and ϕ∗=
0 in (A4) of Appendix A℄ sine the three satellite ions
remain in the (x, y) plane and ion 1 may be onsidered
as xed on the x-axis (at x1 = r1 = a1). The rst mode
(a) is a `apping' mode in whih the ions 2 and 3 (see
Fig. 4) osillate in phase, towards and away from the axis
formed by ion 1 and the entral, positive ion; in other
words one has θ12 = θ13 [following from Y = 0 in (A4)℄.
The seond mode (b) is a `pendulum mode' in whih the
angle between the ions 2 and 3 remains xed, equal to its
equilibrium value so that θ12 + θ13=4pi/3 orresponding
to X = 0 in (A4)℄. Lastly, in the `out-of-plane' mode
(c), two satellites are xed whereas the third one swings
around the plane of equilibrium (orresponding to the
mode where X=Y =0 while ϕ is varying) [51℄.
For eah mode we need a onguration-spae weight-
ing fator: these all derive from the expression (3.2) for
the assoiation onstant. For the tetramer, using the o-
ordinates in Fig. 4, this is
dr1dr2dr3 = 8pi
2r1
2dr1dr2dr3
× (r22 sin θ12 dθ12)(r32 sin θ13 dθ13)dϕ , (4.28)
where a prefator 4pir1
2
omes from the full angular inte-
gral over the orientation of the x axis, while a fator 2pi
arises from the axial integral (rotating the y axis about
the x axis so that satellite 2 is in the (x, y) plane). Insofar
as we onsider the angular modes at xed ri=a1, the only
relevant fator for the angular averages over the mode
oordinates is sin θ12 sin θ13 dθ12 dθ23dϕ. (Note that es-
sentially idential onsiderations enter in writing (4.25)
where θ12=2α.)
Now the monopole moment of the (general) tetramer
is always Q0,0=(z − 3)q0/
√
4pi; but the higher moments
learly depend on the mode ongurations as we proeed
to speify.
(a) In-plane apping mode. Let θ12 = θ13 = θ be
the angle desribing this normal mode (but reall that
θ = 2pi/3 speies the ground state). The dipole and
quadrupole amplitudes generated by exitation of the
12
mode are then∑
m
|Q1,m|2 = 3
4pi
[1 + 2 cos θ]2q20a
2
1 , (4.29)∑
m
|Q2,m|2 = 15
4pi
[sin4 θ + 3 cos4 θ]q20a
4
1 . (4.30)
The redued repulsive Coulombi energy between the
three satellite ions is given by
Ea(θ) = − a
za1
[
1
sin(θ/2)
+
1
2 sin θ
]
. (4.31)
Thus the thermal average square moments may be al-
ulated from
〈|Q2l,m|〉a = Na(T ∗)
∫ 5pi/6
pi/3
dθ sin2 θ |Ql,m(θ)|2 eEa(θ)/T∗ ,
(4.32)
where 1/Na(T ∗) is the obvious normalizing integral. The
limits speied on θ orrespond to the hard-ore restri-
tions in the ase a1 = a and should be relaxed appro-
priately if a1 > a (although, sine they orrespond to
the maximal interioni repulsions, the dierenes will be
small).
(b) In-plane pendulum mode : Now let us put
θ12 = (2pi/3) − θ′ and θ13 = (2pi/3) + θ′, so that θ′ de-
sribes the angular amplitude of the mode. The dipole
and quadrupole amplitudes are then
∑
m
|Q1,m|2 = 3
2pi
[1− cos θ′]q20a21 , (4.33)∑
m
|Q2,m|2 = 15
16pi
[5− 2 cos(2θ′)]q20a41 . (4.34)
The thermal average is now omputed via the normalized
integration
〈|Ql,m|2〉b = Nb(T ∗)
∫ pi/3
−pi/3
dθ′[1 + 2 cos(2θ′)]×
|Ql,m(θ′)|2 eEb(θ′)/T∗ , (4.35)
where the redued energy an be written as
Eb(θ
′) = − a
za1
[
1√
3
+
2
√
3 cos(θ′/2)
1 + 2 cos θ′
]
. (4.36)
() Out-of-plane mode. Finally, in the out-of-plane
mode as desribed previously (in whih θ12= θ13=2pi/3
and ϕ varies), the dipolar and quadrupolar amplitudes
are∑
m
|Q1,m|2 = 9
8pi
[1− cosϕ]q20a21 , (4.37)∑
m
|Q2,m|2 = 45
64pi
[3− 2 cosϕ+ 3 cos2 ϕ]q20a41 , (4.38)
while the redued repulsive energy is simply
Ec(ϕ) = − a√
3za1
[
2 +
1
cos(ϕ/2)
]
. (4.39)
For this mode, the thermal average is performed aord-
ing to
〈|Ql,m|2〉c = Nc(T ∗)
∫ ϕm
0
dϕ |Ql,m(ϕ)|2eEc(ϕ) , (4.40)
where the ondition ϕ ≤ ϕm ≡ pi−2 arcsin(1/
√
3) ex-
presses the hard-ore ondition and 1/Nc(T ∗) is the or-
responding normalizing integral.
At this point, the overall solvation free energy of a
tetramer, f¯El4 (T ; {ρσ}), may be alulated by summing
the solvation free energies omputed for eah mode. This
ompletes the basi general analysis.
V. CRITICALITY AND COEXISTENCE
UNDER CHARGE ASYMMETRY
A. Pure Debye-Hükel Theory
The original Debye-Hükel theory [8℄ amounts to writ-
ing the overall free energy density as
f¯(T, ρ+, ρ−) = f¯
DH(T, ρ+, ρ−) + f¯
Id(T, ρ+) + f¯
Id(T, ρ−) ,
(5.1)
where ρ+ and ρ− are the densities of ations (with harge
q+=zq0) and anions (with harge q−=−q0), respetively,
and f¯DH was obtained in (4.16). From the eletroneutral-
ity ondition (2.6) one has
ρ+ = ρ/(1 + z), ρ− = zρ/(1 + z) , (5.2)
while using the expression (4.3) for Debye length, with
x≡κa, the normalized density (1.2) beomes
ρ∗ = x2T ∗/4pi . (5.3)
The ontribution to the overall hemial potential from
the DH free energy is then
µ¯DH = −x/2T ∗(1 + x) . (5.4)
Taking C+ = C− = Λ31 in (2.8) where Λ1(T ) is the de
Broglie wavelength for free ions, the ideal gas ontribu-
tion is merely
µ¯Id = ln(x2T ∗) +
1
1 + z
ln
(
1
1 + z
)
+
z
1 + z
ln
(
z
1 + z
)
+ ln
(
Λ31
4pia3
)
. (5.5)
The overall hemial potential is µ¯= µ¯DH + µ¯Id, while the
redued pressure follows from (2.3) as
p† ≡ 4pia3p¯ = x2T ∗+ ln(1+x)−x+ 12x2/(1+x) , (5.6)
whih is the same as (4.6) in I and quite independent of
z.
Sine the expression for the pressure does not de-
pend on z and the overall hemial potential is also z-
independent exept for the onstant terms in the ideal
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gas form (5.5), the onditions for ritiality and phase
oexistene are idential to those derived in I for the 1:1
model. The phase oexistene urves are likewise identi-
al: see I Fig. 1(a). In summary, the pure Debye-Hükel
theory predits that the ritial parameters are indepen-
dent of z and given by
T ∗c = 1/16, ρ
∗
c = 1/64pi, xc = 1,
Zc ≡ pc/ρckBTc = 16 ln 2− 11 , (5.7)
while the numerial values are presented in Table II.
B. DHBjCIHC Theory
Extending the DHBjDIHC pairing-plus-solvation ap-
proah for 1:1 eletrolytes to z:1 eletrolytes, we now in-
lude dimers, trimers, and all further primary lusters up
to (z+1)-mers, and add their free energies to the overall
eletrostati free energy to obtain
f¯(T ; {ρσ}) =
∑
ν
[
f¯ Id(ρν) + f¯
El
ν (T ; {ρσ})
]
, (5.8)
where ν = +,−, 2, 3 . . . for positive ions, negative ions,
dimers, trimers, . . ., respetively. To determine the de-
gree of assoiation of the free ions into dimers, trimers,
. . ., we need the assoiation onstants Km,z(T
∗) as om-
puted in Se. III. Then, under hemial equilibrium the
luster densities ρm for 2 ≤ m ≤ z + 1, satisfy the laws
of mass ation in the form
ρm = Km−1,z ρ+ρ
m−1
− exp[µ
El
+ +(m− 1)µEl−−µElm] , (5.9)
where the exess hemial potentials are given from I by
µElν (T ; {ρσ}) ≡ − ∂f¯El/∂ρν
∣∣
T,ρ
σ′
. (5.10)
We dub this extended treatment DHBjCIHC theory for
Debye-Hükel theory supplemented by Bjerrum assoi-
ation into Clusters that are solvated by the Ioni uid,
and Hard Cores.
In order to obtain a anonial equilibrium state of the
(z+2)-omponent uid, one needs, in addition to ele-
troneutrality and the z mass ation onditions, one extra
parameter, suh as the overall density ρ or, more onve-
niently, the redued Debye variable x = κa. Moreover,
phase oexistene entails the onditions (2.4) and (2.7),
whereby one an show that the equality of all the dier-
ent eletrohemial potentials between oexisting phases
an be replaed by the equality of the hemial potential
of the neutral speies alone (dimer, trimer, or tetramer,
respetively, for z=1, 2, or 3). (For the harged speies,
the eletrohemial potential must math between two
oexisting phases as mentioned in the Introdution and
disussed in Se. VIII below in onnetion with the Gal-
vani potential.) One eetive omputational strategy is
thus to plot parametrially
(
p¯(x, T ), µ¯n(x, T )
)
(where n
-4.38 -4.36 -4.34
0.0166
0.0170
0.0174
p
µ
n
c
T 
T < T
cT > T
c
vapor
liquid
coexistence
FIG. 7: Examples of the variation of the pressure with the
hemial potential of the neutral speies µn (shifted by an
arbitrary onstant), alulated for a 3:1 eletrolyte treated
within the DHBjCIHC theory with rened standard param-
eters. Two-phase oexistene below Tc an be realized when
the urve intersets itself (while, as usual, the states below
the intersetion are not stable). The plots are onstruted
parametrially as funtions of x=κa using inrements of 0.03
around xc = 1.570 for redued temperatures T
∗ = 0.04250,
0.043345 and 0.04380.
denotes the neutral speies), and to seek for two dierent
values of x giving the same point: see Fig. 7. Espeial
are is needed in determining the oexistene urve below
ritiality for z=3.
However, alulations in the single-phase region (above
Tc) are relatively straightforward; onsequently, for the
purpose of alulating Tc and ρc another useful approah
is to generate superritial loi whih must interset at
the ritial point. We hoose the maxima of the k-
suseptibilities (see Se. VII), whih, indeed, lead to fast
and aurate determinations of Tc and ρc.
C. Geometri parameters for the ion lusters
To proeed further in the quantitative evaluation of the
eletrostati ontributions to the free energy as derived
analytially in the previous setions, we must address the
values and thermal variations of the satellite separation
radii, a1 (whih should both depend on the luster speies
m and the valene z) and of the eetive exlusion sphere
diameters am form ≥ 2. Both these issues were disussed
for the basi 1:1 model (the RPM) in I (see Ses. 6.3 and
7.1) and so will be treated fairly briey here.
If we write a1=a[1 + s1,m,z(T )], it is, rst, lear that
s1,m,z vanishes when T → 0 for allm and z, so that hard-
ore ontat is, in fat, rather rapidly approahed when
T falls. Indeed, for T ∗ ≤ 0.055 [≃T ∗c (z=1)℄, the analysis
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of I indiates that s1,1,1 dereases almost linearly with
T ∗ from s1,1,1 ≃ 0.08. When z>1, beause of the tighter
binding indued by the larger entral harges, whih is
only partly oset by repulsions from the remaining m−1
satellite ions, one must also have s1,m,z(T
∗) < s1,m,z′(T
∗)
when z′ > z.
Then, one should also observe (see Figs. 1, 2 and Ta-
ble II) that for larger values of z (≥ 2), the ritial tem-
peratures fall, so that the relevant values of s1,m,z(T
∗)
will again be smaller than for the 1:1 model. Never-
theless, one must notie from (4.13), (4.20), (4.24) and
(4.29), et., that the dipolar and quadrupolar ontribu-
tions (when the latter do not vanish by hoie of the
parameter p) are proportional to a21 and a
4
1, respetively.
However, in ompensation, these powers are always a-
ompanied by the inverse powers a−1m and a
−3
m , respe-
tively, of the exlusion diameters am (m ≥ 2), whih are
proportional to the orresponding values of a1(T ) and so
at to redue the overall sensitivity.
In I, the hoie of the radius a2 for the eetive exlu-
sion sphere that approximates the true bispherial exlu-
sion zone of a dipolar dimer (see Fig. 3) was disussed
by onsidering various bounds and their mean values. It
was deided to aept, as most appropriate, the `angu-
lar average' value, dened as the radius averaged over
solid angle of the true exlusion zone as measured from
a symmetrially loated origin of a luster in its ground
state. For dimers, trimers, and tetramers in their ground
states, these angular averages are, respetively,
aa2
a
=
3
4
+
3
8
ln 3,
aa3
a
=
5
4
,
aa4
a
=
11
8
,
≃ 1.16198, = 1.25, = 1.375 . (5.11)
It transpires in the alulations leading to the riti-
al parameters, that the predited values for all three
ases, z=1, 2, and 3, are dominated by the properties of
the primary neutral lusters, namely, the neutral dimers,
trimers, and tetramers, whih prove to be by far the most
abundant speies. In turn, for xed z, these are found
to be the most sensitive to the geometrial parameters.
Aordingly, we have examined (as, in fat, did Levin
and Fisher) various other more-or-less plausible riteria.
One simple, but learly rather arbitrary possibility, is to
hoose aσ so that the approximating exlusion sphere has
a volume mathing that of the true exlusion zone. We
identify these parameters as `steri': they take the values
as2
a
=
3
24/3
,
as3
a
=
191/3
2
,
as4
a
=
72/3
24/3
,
≃ 1.19055, ≃ 1.33420, ≃ 1.45220 . (5.12)
Another hoie, sine the interations that are being
trunated by the exlusion zones are Coulombi, is the
harmoni diameters dened as the inverse of the angular
average (again taken from the lusters geometri enter
of symmetry) of the inverse radial distane to the surfae
of the exlusion zone. This leads to the values
ah2
a
=
6
(2 + 3 ln 3)
,
ah3
a
=
2
(1 + ln 2)
,
ah4
a
=
4
(1 + 3 ln 2)
,
≃ 1.13297, ≃ 1.18123, ≃ 1.29894 . (5.13)
Compared to the angular averages (5.11), these are some
2.5 − 5.6% lower whih leads to inreased solvation.
While, in aord with I, we judge that the angular aver-
ages are to be preferred, the preditions of the steri and
harmoni parameters will be disussed below.
In as far as the satellite separation a1(T ) exhibits a
T -dependene, this will be inherited by the aσ(T ). How-
ever, in the ase of harged asymmetri dimers, as needed
for z ≥ 2, the oset of the enter of the eetive exlu-
sion sphere from the lusters' geometri enter [as em-
bodied in (4.19)℄ naturally raises the question: Why not
alulate the aσ's from the oset enter ? Likewise, at -
nite temperature, the ruial bending utuations of the
trimers and tetramers obviously suggest further modi-
ations in the alulation of the aσ's. The temptation to
explore these renements however, may be resisted, rst,
beause the eets are likely to be small, and, just as
important, beause the resulting hanges in ritial pa-
rameter estimates will be less signiant than result from
other approximations already aepted.
VI. QUANTITATIVE PREDICTIONS
At this point, it is imperative to re-emphasize that the
primary aim of the present study is to eluidate the basi
physial mehanisms underlying the systemati trends in
the various ritial parameters that are indued as z in-
reases, and, at a semiquantitative level, to understand
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TABLE II: Predited ritial parameters, T ∗c =DakBTc/zq
2
0 ,
ρ∗c = ρca
3
, xc = κca, Zc = pc/ρckBTc and the mole fration
of free ions, y± c=(N+ +N−)/N |c, for z:1 hard sphere ele-
trolytes, as predited by the DHBjCIHC theory with `stan-
dard' parameters (rened for z = 3): see text. Monte Carlo
results [7, 28℄ are displayed in parentheses.
z 102 T ∗c 10
2 ρ∗c xc Zc y± c
DH 6.250 0.4974 1 0.9063 1
1 5.567 (4.933) 2.614 (7.50) 1.038 0.2451 0.1828
2 4.907 (4.70) 6.261 (9.3) 1.366 0.1708 0.1164
3 4.334 (4.10) 11.90 (12.5) 1.570 0.1433 0.0838
the magnitudes of the hanges. Reall that the true val-
ues of T ∗c (z), et., are already known to satisfatory a-
uray from the reent simulations [7, 28℄. Consequently,
a uniform theoretial treatment of the 1:1, 2:1, and 3:1
models is of greater importane than are onerns for
various spei subtleties that we know, a priori, annot
yield truly reliable and aurate ritial-point data owing
to our failure (not to say inability) to treat adequately
the essential ritial utuations: see, e.g., [20℄. The u-
tuations, of ourse, serve to realize the universality lass
of the ritial behavior [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 20℄ while, at the
same time, depressing the ritial temperature and (for
these primitive eletrolyte models) inreasing the riti-
al density relative to the preditions of even the best,
lassial mean-eld, or self-onsistent treatments.
With these points in mind, the prinipal expliit nu-
merial alulations of the eletrostati free energy terms
that we have undertaken have utilized the simple (T =0)
angular averages diameters aσ, listed in (5.11) and, fur-
thermore, have aepted the in-ontat or T → 0 limit,
a1 = a, for the satellite ion separations in all lusters.
It should be stressed, however, that the alulations of
the luster assoiation onstants, Km,z(T ) in Se. III are
not so onstrained: rather, eah satellite ion is allowed
to explore the full phase spae restrited only, at large
separations, by the Bjerrum-type optimal utos, Rm,z.
A. 1:1 or Restrited Primitive Model Eletrolyte
Here, we merely rene the results of Fisher and Levin
from I. Within the DHBjCI theory using the angular av-
erage for a2 (but without the ontribution f¯
HC
), one nds
T ∗c =0.05740 and ρ
∗
c=0.02779 . (6.1)
We may supplement the results of I by reording that the
use of the larger steri parameter as2 [see (5.12)℄ modi-
es the preditions for T ∗c and ρ
∗
c by fators 0.9815 and
1.0086, respetively, whereas, the smaller harmoni ex-
lusion diameter ah2 , yields fators 1.0195 and 0.9989.
Hene, a larger luster size leads naturally to a derease
in T ∗c , sine fewer attrations are realized, and to an in-
rease in ρc.
TABLE III: Critial-point mole frations, yσ, of the primary
lusters (expressed as perentages) aording to their total
harges, qσ , for z:1 models desribed by DHBjCIHC theory
(with `standard' parameter values). Unlabeled lusters are
monomers.
qσ/q0 = −1 0 +1 +2 +3
1:1 9.14 81.72 9.14  
(dimer)
2:1 10.33 72.93 15.43 1.31 
(trimer) (dimer)
3:1 8.04 77.17 11.13 3.32 0.34
(tetramer) (trimer) (dimer)
The next step is to inlude the hard-ore term f¯HC.
Keeping the angular average radius aa2 and taking the
b hard-ore value Bσ/a
3
σ=4/3
√
3, a hoie of parame-
ters that we will refer to as `standard', we nd the ritial
parameters displayed in Table II. As expeted, the intro-
dution of hard-ores redues both the ritial temper-
ature (by around 3%) and the ritial density (by 6%).
These eets are stronger if the low-density limiting value
Bσ/a
3
σ=2pi/3 is used sine T
∗
c then drops to 0.05293, i.e.
by 5%, whereas ρ∗c beomes 0.02469, falling by 6%. Fi-
nally, using the angular average aa2 but with the hoie
Bσ/a
3
σ = 1.300, whih lies between the low-density and
b values, we obtain the `optimal-t' estimates
T ∗c (z=1)=0.05455 and ρ
∗
c(z=1)=0.02542 . (6.2)
The oexistene urves predited by the DHBjCI the-
ory (with the angular average for a2) and by the DHB-
jCIHC theory with standard parameters are plotted in
Fig. 8. The introdution of f¯HC signiantly lowers the
liquid sides of the oexistene urves. One may notie
that the Monte Carlo data ould well be better tted by
some hoie of Bσ between 0 and the b value.
Note that in addition to the `standard' values of T ∗c
and ρ∗c , listed in Table II, the last olumn, labeled y± c,
reports the ritial value of the mole fration of unasso-
iated ions, namely,
y±=y+ + y−, with yσ=nσNσ/N , (6.3)
where yσ is the mole fration of speies σ while nσ is
its ioni weight (i.e., nσ = 1 for free ions but nσ = m
for a luster of one positive harge and (m− 1) negative
harges). For the 1:1 model, we have y+ c=y− c=0.0914
while the ritial mole fration of the assoiated ion pairs
is y2 c = 2ρ2 c/ρ = 0.8172: see Table III. The fat that
(within the DHBjCIHC theory) almost 80% of the ions
are assoiated into dipolar ion pairs near ritiality makes
it less surprising that a model of neutral but harged hard
dumb-bells might have a omparable oexistene urve,
as some simulations suggest [45, 46℄.
Within this DHBjCIHC approah, we remark that an
inrease in the value of the assoiation onstant K1,1
yields a derease of T ∗c for a 1:1 eletrolyte: with the
standard parameters, we nd that varying K1,1 by ±5%
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FIG. 8: Coexistene urves omputed for 1:1, 2:1, and 3:1 eq-
uisize hard sphere ioni uids or primitive model eletrolytes:
the solid lines orrespond to the DHBjCI theory (without ex-
pliit hard-ore exluded-volume terms); the dashed urves
inlude `standard' b hard-ore terms. The exlusion di-
ameters used are the angular averages (5.11) exept for the
renement a4/a = 1.41 for the 3:1 model. Solid symbols rep-
resent simulation estimates for the ritial points [7, 28℄ and
open symbols the oexistene urves based on preise RPM
simulations [7℄.
around the value (3.5) results in hanges of T ∗c (z = 1)
of order ∓0.2%. While hanging an assoiation onstant
does not aet diretly the free energy of our model (in-
deed, T ∗c is the same in DH theories with or without ion
assoiation [10℄), it nevertheless aets the various mole
frations, whih do enter in the solvation free energies
f¯Elσ . To our knowledge, the variation of the sum
∑
σ f¯
El
σ
on inreasing the assoiation onstant an only be deter-
mined post-fato: for z = 1, our results indiate a more
weakly oupled system with a lower ritial temperature,
in aord with the ndings of Jiang et al [41℄; however,
for z = 2 and 3, we nd the opposite trend on varying
Kz,z, as noted below.
Let us also reall that I presented numerial and graph-
ial data showing how the predited values of the ritial
parameters depend on the hoies made for the mean
ion separation a1 and for the exlusion radius a2. These
results may reasonably be taken as indiative of the or-
responding shifts that are likely to arise in our analysis
of the 2:1 and 3:1 models.
B. 2:1 Hard Sphere Eletrolyte
We report rst the basi DHBjCI results, using the
angular averages a2 and a3 listed in (5.11): they are
T ∗c (z=2) = 0.05235, and ρ
∗
c(z=2) = 0.06429 . (6.4)
The orresponding oexistene urve is plotted in Fig. 8.
One might note, rst, that as in the 1:1 model, the shape
of the liquid side of the oexistene urve below about
0.9Tc(z=2) beomes markedly onave. This behavior,
while violating no known thermodynami or other on-
ditions, ertainly appears unphysial. Furthermore, by
omparison with the true results indiated by the simu-
lations, this onavity must be judged as quite mislead-
ing. No doubt it results from the failure to satisfatorily
desribe the orrelations, and thene, the free energy of
the low-temperature liquid at densities ρ∗ ≥ 0.15 via a
olletion of free ions plus fairly ompat neutral and
singly harged lusters. This general issue is also ad-
dressed briey in I Se. 8.5: it may be noted that the
standard MSA exhibits similar although somewhat less
pronouned features: see I Fig. 8(d).
On the other hand, the downward shift in Tc and the
marked inrease in ρc reprodue most satisfatorily both
the trends and the magnitudes obtained in the simula-
tions [28℄: see Figs. 1 and 2. These trends are also
reprodued fully by the other hoies of exlusion diam-
eters. However, as ould be expeted, the sensitivity to
the size of the bigger lusters is enhaned in the 2:1 ase
ompared to the 1:1 model. Indeed, on using the steri
diameters, we nd T ∗c = 0.04850 and ρ
∗
c = 0.0737 imply-
ing a drop by 7.3% and an inrease by 15%, respetively.
With the harmoni parameters, the onlusions are re-
versed yielding T ∗c = 0.05574 and ρ
∗
c = 0.06012. As dis-
ussed below (and see Table II), a larger fration of the
ions are bound in the lusters when z = 2 ompared to
z = 1, thereby amplifying the sensitivity to the luster
harateristis.
This enhaned sensitivity is also found for the hard-
ore eets: thus the values of T ∗c and ρ
∗
c predited by
the standard DHBjCIHC theory, listed in Table II, are
lower by 6% and 3% relative to the values in (6.4). Like-
wise, the low density value of Bσ yields T
∗
c =0.04375 and
ρ∗c=0.06422, whih seriously overestimates the hard-ore
eets, making T ∗c drop to well below the Monte-Carlo es-
timate. However, the `optimal-t' hoie Bσ/a
3
σ = 1.300
yields the values
T ∗c (z=2) = 0.04691 and ρ
∗
c(z=2) = 0.06285 , (6.5)
whih, indeed, provide the best t of our analysis to the
Monte Carlo data (see Figs. 1 and 2). However, the or-
responding oexistene urve is exessively narrow even
ompared to the standard predition shown (dashed) in
Fig. 8.
On the other hand, it transpires that the sensitivity
to the assoiation onstant is not so great. Thus in
the DHBjCI approah, hanging the ut-o for K2,2 by
±20%, indues hanges in K2,2 of order ±1%, leading to
shifts in T ∗c of order ±0.003% and in ρ∗c of order ±0.2%,
totally negligible within our level of approximation.
Returning to the standard DHBjCIHC theory, one sees
from Table II that it predits a drop in T ∗c (ompared
to the 1:1 eletrolyte) of order 12% and an inrease in
ρ∗c of 140%. These results are to be ompared with the
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Monte-Carlo results indiating a drop in T ∗c of 5% and an
inrease in ρ∗c of around 24%. The predited T
∗
c and ρ
∗
c
agree within 4% and 33%, respetively, with the urrent
Monte Carlo estimates. The overall quantitative results
are therefore fairly lose to the Monte Carlo values, indi-
ating that the main physial features have been aptured
by the theory.
As regards the omposition of the uid at ritiality,
one learns from the last olumn of Table II that fewer
than 12% of the ions now remain free or unassoiated,
even less than predited in the 1:1 ase. As an be seen
from Table III, the free +2q0 ions are strongly depleted,
less numerous than the −q0 anions, by a fator 1/8. In-
deed, the numbers of positively harged dimers roughly
math the oppositely harged free anions. However, while
the predited overall assoiation rate is larger than for
the RPM, the fration of the ions bound into the neu-
tral or moleular lusters (now trimers) is some 11%
smaller. Needless to say, the values of the yσ listed in
Table III verify the eletroneutrality ondition that im-
plies 2y+ +
1
2y2 − y−=0.
C. 3:1 Hard Sphere Eletrolyte
As before, let us rst reord the preditions of the basi
DHBjCI theory using the angular averages, needed now
for a2, a3, and a4, the last for the tetramer whih we
expet to be the dominant speies near ritiality. We
nd
T ∗c (z=3) = 0.05054 and ρ
∗
c(z=3) = 0.1063 , (6.6)
where the orresponding oexistene urve is again dis-
played in Fig. 8. These values, as is also lear from Figs. 1
and 2, ontinue to reprodue the appropriate trends with
inreasing z as originally revealed by the Monte Carlo
simulations. However, as also evident in Fig. 1, the drop
in T ∗c of only 3.5%, relative to the 2:1 model, is signi-
antly less than indiated by the simulations: in fat, the
result (6.6) suggests a onave variation for T ∗c (z) rather
than the onvex behavior maintained by the simulations
up to z=4 [27, 28℄.
The `ulprit' is obviously the failure to take expliit a-
ount of the hard-ore exluded volume eets important
above and even at the predited ritial density whih is
65% larger than for the 2:1 model. The very slow deay
of the liquid side of the oexistene urve when ρ in-
reases, as seen in Fig. 8, strengthens the point. Indeed,
the standard DHBjCIHC theory yields
T ∗c (z=3) = 0.04580 and ρ
∗
c(z=3) = 0.1089 . (6.7)
Relative to the 2:1 model the ritial temperature has
now fallen by 12.5%, whih may be ompared with the
Monte Carlo drop of 12.8% (see Table II). However, the
value of ρc has hanged rather little.
These preditions are not quite those entered in Ta-
ble II beause it was deemed worthwhile for this ase to
explore further the inuene of the exlusion radii. In
partiular, as disussed in I Se. 6.3, the mean size of a
physial luster, for any sensible denition will grow with
inreasing temperature. Hene, in hoosing the tetramer
exlusion radius a4, it is reasonable to onsider for use
near Tc a value somewhat larger than the T =0 angular
average aa4 = 1.375 a [see (5.11)℄. Having examined the
eets on the values of both T ∗c and ρ
∗
c , the ratio
a4/a = 1.410 , (6.8)
was seleted as a preferred renement of the standard
parameters. (The inrease of 2.6% brings the ratio to
almost midway between aa4/a and the steri value a
s
4/a≃
1.452.) Aordingly, (6.8) has been adopted for omput-
ing the results displayed in Table II, in Figs. 1 and 2 and
elsewhere below; the orresponding oexistene urve for
z=3 is displayed (dashed) in Fig. 8.
Evidently, the trends observed as z inreased from 1 to
2 are now ontinued regularly; and the previous onave
variation of Tc(z) is no longer so apparent. Furthermore,
the trends still mirror rather faithfully those given by the
simulations: These indiate a rise in ρ∗c by 35% when z
hanges from 2 to 3; the standard alulations yield a 90%
relative rise whih is signiantly greater, but, as seen in
Fig. 2, not at all unreasonable. Indeed, T ∗c agrees with
the simulations to within 6% while ρ∗c agrees to within
5%. Overall, both the magnitudes of T ∗c (z) and ρ
∗
c(z)
and the trends with z must be judged quite suessful!
From Table III we see that the overall fration of free
ions remaining at ritiality has now dropped still further
to about 8.4%. At the same time lose to three quarters
of the ions are again bound in the neutral, moleular lus-
ters (now tetramers). The fration of free, unassoiated
ations of harge +zq0 ontinues to fall dramatially as
z inreases: on a heuristi basis, a deay like y+,c∼e−bz
seems not implausible. Following the thought of Shelley
and Patey [45℄, one might also speulate that a system
of rigid, neutral moleules or (z+1)-mers formed of z+1
equisize hard spheres with z of harge −q0 attahed sym-
metrially to a entral sphere of harge +zq0, might on-
tinue to mimi the z:1 equisize hard-sphere ioni systems,
at least up to z ≤ 12. Beyond that, paking eets in the
satellite ions ould play an important role.
It is probably appropriate to point out, as antiipated,
that our z=3 preditions are less robust than those for
z ≤ 2. Thus the `optimal-t' assignment Bσ/a3σ =1.300
together with the angular averages aa2 and a
a
3 but taking
a4/a=1.390 yields
T ∗c (z=3) = 0.04136 and ρ
∗
c(z=3) = 0.1171 , (6.9)
whih reprodues the Monte Carlo results quite satisfa-
torily. However, this hoie one more leads to a oexis-
tene urve whih falls muh too steeply when T < 0.9Tc.
Again, the low-density value for Bσ gives T
∗
c < 0.038 well
below the simulation value.
On the other hand, if one uses the [5/2] Padé approx-
imant for the assoiation onstant integral I3,3 in (3.12)
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in plae of the more aurate t (3.13) one nds that the
resulting 4% derease in K3,3 [see Fig. 5℄ leads to a de-
rease in T ∗c of only 0.14%. The eet on ρ
∗
c is similar
and hene, post fato, of little onsequene.
Finally, it is interesting to note from Table II that the
Debye length at ritiality, namely, ξD,c=1/κc=a/xc, de-
reases steadily as z rises. In essene, this merely tells us
that larger entral harges in ioni lusters lead to tighter
sreening. It should be noted, however, that ξD(T, ρ), as
dened in (4.3) is not really suseptible to either physial
measurement or simulation sine our denition depends
on having a well dened, but intrinsially somewhat arbi-
trary deomposition of the system into distint speies of
ioni lusters. On the other hand, the predition that the
ritial pressure ratio, Zc=pc/ρckBTc, dereases strongly
as z inreases (see Table II, olumn 5) should be open to
test by simulations.
VII. SPECIAL INFLECTION LOCI
In determining numerial values of ritial parameters
from a given model free energy, it is natural to start by
alulating the two sides of the oexistene urve, ρl(T )
and ρv(T ), using tehniques, suh as illustrated in Fig. 7:
in priniple, one an then raise T and monitor ∆ρ ≡
ρl(T )−ρv(T ), determining Tc from the vanishing of, say,
∆ρ2 and, then, ρc from, say,
1
2 (ρl − ρv) evaluated at
Tc,est. In pratie, however, this method proves tedious
and as experiene (and a onsideration of Fig. 7) reveals
is poorly adapted for providing preise and aurate (i.e.,
reliable!) values of Tc and ρc.
An eetive alternative is to onne attention to the
one-phase region above Tc where, in the rst plae, alu-
lations are more straightforward sine, in partiular, no
`two-phase solutions' need be sought. Then, as demon-
strated reently in simulations [5, 31, 32℄ (although also
of value in studying experimental data) one may seek
various loi, say ρ(k)(T ), whih all onverge on the rit-
ial point. Sine the isothermal ompressibility χT =
(∂ρ/∂p)T/ρ diverges at ritiality, one obvious suh lous
is provided by those densities, say ρ0(T ), on whih, at a
xed temperature above Tc, the ompressibility ahieves
its maximum. But by onsidering the inetion points of
the standard isothermal plots of p vs volume or vs den-
sity, one soon realizes that this lous is but one of a nat-
ural family of k-loi, say ρ(k)(T ), [31, 32, 47℄, on whih
the so-alled k-suseptibilities, χ(k)(T, ρ) ≡ χ(T, ρ)/ρk,
attain their maxima: equivalently, these are just the loi
of isothermal inetion points of plots of p vs ρk.
Beause of their potential usefulness in simulation and
experiment, the behavior of the k-loi in the saling re-
gion lose to ritiality has been investigated in some
detail [32, 47℄. In the ase of general, nonlassial riti-
al points, they exhibit nontrivial and informative singu-
lar behavior as funtions of t≡ (T − Tc)/Tc as k varies.
However, for lassial ritial behavior, as relevant here,
all the k-loi asymptotially approah the ritial point
(Tc, ρc) linearly in the (T, ρ) plane. Thus by numerially
determining two or three loifor the results reported
here we utilized k=1, 0, and −1 and solving for their
mutual intersetion point, one may loate Tc and ρc. In
pratie the method proves eient and preise.
More generally, however, the nature of the loi further
from ritiality and a possibly harateristi dependene
on z is a matter of interest to whih we now turn.
A. Debye-Hükel preditions
To gain a little perspetive, let us examine, rst, pure
DH theory (as presented in Se. VA) where analytial
alulations are feasible. Three ases arise as illustrated
in Fig. 9. When k=1, the pressure isotherm always has
an inetion point above Tc, haraterized by κa=x=1.
The (k = 1) lous is thus a straight line starting at
(Tc, ρc), namely, ρ
(1) ∗(T )≡T ∗/4pi. When k > 1 one sees
that by onstrution, χ(k) diverges to +∞ when ρ→ 0 at
xed T ; but this divergene ompetes with the loalized
maximum driven by ritiality. As a onsequene, for T
above but not too far from Tc, when ρ drops beneath ρc
one rst enounters a maximum in χ(k) and then a min-
imum before the divergene as ρ → 0. However, as T is
raised at xed k one eventually enounters an annihila-
tion or terminal point (Ta,k, ρa,k) at whih the minimum
and maximum merge and the k-lous is terminated with
a horizontal slope, i.e. a tangent parallel to the ρ axis.
Above Ta,k the suseptibility χ
(k)(T, ρ) falls monotoni-
ally as ρ inreases and no `ritial maxima' are realized.
When k < 1, a similar senario emerges for ρ > ρc.
As a result there is, overall, a termination boundary in
the (ρ, T ) plane with a minimum at the ritial point.
For DH theory this takes the form of the bold urve in
Fig. 9. For k < 1 the termination boundary approahes
asymptotially the line T ∗a,k(<1) ≈ 4piρ∗/(2 +
√
3)2 while
for k > 1 and large ρ one has T ∗a,k(>1) ≈ 4piρ∗/(2−
√
3)2.
As also lear from Fig. 9 for values of k diering muh
from 1, the k-loi are rather short (and hard to loate
numerially). The asymptoti slope of the general k-lous
at ritiality is given by
(dρ(k)/dT )c = (2/pi)(k0 − k) , (7.1)
where, within DH theory one has k0=9/8 (for all z).
B. DHBjCIHC Preditions
How are these k-loi aeted when the DH approxima-
tion is supplemented by assoiation, solvation and hard-
ore eets, and how do they evolve with z? Some results
obtained with the full theory are displayed in Fig. 10. As
expeted from our analysis of the DH theory, most of
the k-loi do indeed terminate with a horizontal slope at
some point within the range of investigation. Most of the
values of k examined are smaller than 1 and the k-loi
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FIG. 11: Plots of the redued interphase Galvani potential
∆φ¯=q0∆φ/kBT for a z:1 eletrolyte as predited by the pure
Debye-Hükel theory.
ions are, respetively,
µ¯+ =− zx
2T ∗(1 + x)
+ ln(x2T ∗)
+ ln
(
1
1 + z
)
+ ln
(
Λ31
4pia3
)
, (8.2)
µ¯− =− x
2zT ∗(1 + x)
+ ln(x2T ∗)
+ ln
(
z
1 + z
)
+ ln
(
Λ31
4pia3
)
. (8.3)
By substituting in (8.1) and solving for the eletrostati
potential dierene, we obtain
∆φ¯(T ) =
1
z + 1
[
z ln
(
ρ−l
ρ−v
)
− 1
z
ln
(
ρ+l
ρ+v
)]
, (8.4)
where ∆φ¯≡q0∆φ(T )/kBT and ∆φ = φliq −φvap. On us-
ing the eletroneutrality onstraint, we obtain the muh
simpler form
∆φ¯(T ) = (1− z−1) ln[ρl(T )/ρv(T )] . (8.5)
As antiipated, the predited Galvani potential ∆φ van-
ishes identially when z=1.
Fig. 11 presents plots of this Debye-Hükel result for
∆φ¯ vs. T ∗ for various values of z. Note that when T
approahes 0 the form (8.5) implies that ∆φ(T ) should
approah a onstant value sine ρv(T ) vanishes exponen-
tially fast with 1/T [9℄. We should remark that within
DH theory the ratio ρl/ρv is independent of z at xed
T . By expanding ρl(T ) and ρv(T ) around ρc in powers
of t ≡ (Tc − T )/Tc, one nds ∆φ ≈ Bφtβ , with sine the
theory is lassial, β= 12 .
In this simple DH analysis, the Galvani potential is
rather trivially proportional to the logarithm of the ra-
tio of densities in the two oexisting phases. One might,
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FIG. 12: The redued interphase Galvani potential plotted
vs T/Tc. The solid lines show the preditions of the DHBjCI
theory (with Bσ = 0), the dashed urves, the DHBjCIHC
theory (with rened standard parameters), and the dotted
plots, the DH theory.
perhaps, suspet that this indiates the existene of some
simple universal result not depending signiantly on
the detailed mirosopi interations. For a better un-
derstanding showing that this idea is false, let us, fol-
lowing Bjerrum [15℄, allow for the formation of dimers
by assoiation, neglet all solvation eets arising from
their dipole and higher moments, and treat the dimers
as of the same size as the free ions. This allows us to use
the standard DH free energy (4.16) for the eletrostati
ontributions, and thene to write the total free energy
density as
f¯(T ∗; {ρσ}) = f¯DH(T ∗; {ρσ}) +
∑
σ=+,−,2
f¯ Id(ρσ) . (8.6)
Now the eletrohemial equilibrium onditions always
apply and thus, Eqs. (8.1) give the Galvani potential or-
retly. Notie, however, that for z > 1, the dimeri ion
pairs arry a net harge (z − 1)q0 so that, although ele-
troneutrality must still be respeted in both phases, the
simple ratio ρ+/ρ−, will, in general, be dierent in the
liquid and the vapor. Consequently, the simple result
(8.5) no longer applies! Clearly, the ratio of ρ+ to ρ−
depends on the density, ρ2(T ), of the dimers in the two
phases. This, in turn, must depend via the mass-ation
laws, on the assoiation onstant K1,z(T ) of the dimers
whih then determines the overall degree of assoiation,
say, α2γ(T ), whih will vary very dierently in eah phase
γ. Aordingly, we may write ρ2 = α2(T )ρ and impose
eletroneutrality in both phases to simplify (8.4). The
result for ∆φ¯ may be written
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∆φ¯ = (1 − z−1) ln
(
ρl
ρv
)
+
z
z + 1
ln
(
z − α2l(z + 1)
z − α2v(z + 1)
)
− 1
z(z + 1)
ln
(
1− α2l(z + 1)
1− α2v(z + 1)
)
, (8.7)
whih, by omparison, demonstrates that, in general,
the simple form (8.5) must be modied by nontrivial
temperature-dependent terms that depend on the de-
tails of the ioni interation, et. Nevertheless, the pre-
dited leading temperature variation will still reet the
tβ form haraterizing the oexistene urve. The anal-
ysis leading to (8.7) involved only the formation of non-
neutral dimers; but it is lear that in any realisti treat-
ment there will be a variety of harged speies present
in temperature-varying proportions determined by mi-
rosopi details. Thus simple results for the interphase
Galvani potential should not be antiipated.
On the other hand, from our expliit alulations of the
oexistene urves for the 2:1 and 3:1 models, we may de-
termine ∆φ(T ) via (8.1), merely by omputing the dier-
ene in µ− in the vapor and liquid phases (whih quantity
arises naturally in the omputations). The results are
presented in Fig. 12, where the temperatures have been
normalized by the respetive ritial temperatures to fa-
ilitate omparison. The plots are qualitatively similar
to those predited by the pure DH theory. However, we
note that in the full theory with standard parameters, it
is not possible to draw a onlusion regarding the trend
of ∆φ¯ with z.
The observability of ∆φ(T ) in a real system is elusive
if not in priniple impossible [33, 34℄; however, it seems
that it should be possible to measure ∆φ(T ) in simula-
tions. Speially, the potential distribution theorem of
Widom [49, 50℄ provides a diret way of sampling the (ab-
solute) eletrohemial potential via a suitably weighted
average interation of a ghost test partile with the in-
terating ions in the system whih do not see the ghost
partile. The eletrohemial potential of a (ghost) ion
of spei harge should thereby be open to estimation
in liquid-like and vapor-like simulations of the restrited
primitive models (or more general models). The appro-
priate dierene should then provide a value of ∆φ(T ).
IX. DISCUSSION
Our aim has been to understand, both qualitatively
and semi-quantitatively, the role of harge asymmetry
in the ritiality of eletrolytes. We have extended the
DHBjDIHC theory of Fisher and Levin [9, 10℄ for 1:1
eletrolytes to 2:1 and 3:1 eletrolytes by aounting for
assoiation of ions into harged lusters and inluding
the interation of the lusters with the sreening ions
(solvation). Thus we have labeled the extended theory:
DHBjCIHC, where the CI now stands for the luster-
ion interations and, for a z:1 system, expliit aount
has been taken of the monomers, with harges −q0 and
+zq0, of dimers, trimers, . . ., up to neutral (z+1)-mers.
The prinipal results, summarized in Figs. 1 and 2, in-
diate that the redued ritial temperature, T ∗c (z), de-
reases while the ritial density inreases with inreas-
ing harge asymmetry. Furthermore, these trends and
the magnitudes of the hanges with z agree with the be-
havior revealed by omputer simulations and present a
signiant improvement over the original DH theory.
To understand the results in physial terms, onsider,
rst, the pure DH theory whih predits that the ritial
temperature and density are independent of harge asym-
metry: as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The only diret attra-
tive interations aounted for in this theory are those
between the ions of opposite harge. These indue a De-
bye sreening loud around eah (monomeri) ion and the
assoiated `solvation free energy' drives the vapor-liquid
phase separation below Tc(z), the vapor phase being sta-
bilized by the greater entropy available at low densities.
The temperature is appropriately normalized by the
energy of attration of the opposite ions at ontat,
namely, ε = |q+q−|/Da. Under this normalization [see
(1.1)℄ the maximum strength of the attrative intera-
tions is always ε and the pure DH theory therefore pre-
dits that the (redued) ritial temperature, T ∗c (z), is
independent of z.
The DHBjCIHC theory, however, also takes into a-
ount the formation of ion lusters and treats them as
distint speies, albeit in mutual hemial equilibrium
whih alls for the alulation of assoiation onstants.
For example, for 2:1 eletrolytes, the dimers are speies
with harge +q0 while the trimers are neutral. The two
prinipal attrative interations in this ase are of mag-
nitude ε between the positive and negative free ions, but
only ≃ 12ε between the dimer and the negative ion. (The
interation magnitude is not preisely
1
2ε sine the dimer
has a dierent eetive exlusion zone radius, i.e., a2 6=a.)
Thus, relative to the 1:1 ase, the eetive attrations are
smaller for 2:1 eletrolytes whih explains why the ritial
temperature should be expeted to derease. The same
argument applies for larger z when there are more inter-
mediate positively harged speies between the free posi-
tive ions and the neutral lusters. The strongest intera-
tions is between two free, oppositely harged monomers
and is always of magnitude ε: thus the overall eetive
interation dereases with inreasing z and the ritial
temperature dereases orrespondingly.
To understand the trend exhibited by the ritial den-
sity, ρ∗c(z) = ρca
3
, one must fous on the role played
by the neutral lusters. As originally shown by Fisher
and Levin for 1:1 eletrolytes, the assoiation of free ions
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into neutral dimers is highly signiant at ritiality. In-
deed, aording to our theoretial estimates they onsti-
tute about 82% of the overall ion density. For 2:1 ele-
trolytes, our analysis likewise indiates that about 73%
are bound in neutral trimers while for 3:1 systems the g-
ure is 77% for the neutral tetramers. As a onsequene,
not only are the relative eetive harges of the harged
speies dereased by assoiation (as just argued) but, in
addition, the overall eetive fration of ions in harged
lusters is diminished when z inreases. In leading ap-
proximation the solvation of a given luster (harged or
neutral) is ahieved only by harged speies. To obtain
omparable solvation free energy therefore neessitates
higher overall ion densities and, thereby, an assoiated
inrease in ritial density. The eet is reeted more
onretely in the expression (4.3) for the eetive inverse
Debye length, κ(T, {ρσ}), whose ritial value similarly
inreases with z: see Table II.
This aounts for the trends displayed in Fig. 2. It
is interesting to notie, however, that while the Monte
Carlo results display similar inreases in ρ∗c(z), the mag-
nitudes of the inreases are rather smaller. It seems likely
that this is assoiated with our neglet of the solvating
inuene of the neutral lusters whih may be envisaged
as ontributing to a hange in eetive dieletri on-
stant. However, the inreasing sensitivity of the results
to the expliit hard-ore exluded-volume terms when z
inreases must also be noted.
It is also appropriate to reall here that our present
analysis takes no aount of ritial utuations. Exten-
sive studies demonstrate that the eet of the utua-
tions is to lower Tc by 5-10% or more relative to basi
mean-eld-type theories while having little eet on the
slope of the oexistene urve diameter. In addition, the
oexistene urve is attened (sine β < 12 ). As evident
from Fig. 8 the present alulations are quite onsistent
with these general expetations.
Our results for Tc(z) and ρc(z) are ontrasted with
those of other available theories in Figs. 13 and 14. For
this omparison, we have used the standard parameters
of the DHBjCIHC theory (with a renement for z = 3)
as desribed in Table II and Se. VI. We may note, rst,
that the mean spherial approximation (MSA) [18, 19℄,
like the original DH theory [8℄, predits that T ∗c and
ρ∗c remain independent of z. This seems primarily due
to the failure to take ion assoiation in a suiently
expliit way. A eld-theoreti expansion approah ad-
vaned by Netz and Orland (NO, dashed urves) [29℄, in
whih the partile hard-ores are represented by a sharp,
large-wavelength ut-o, predits that T ∗c (z) inreases
strongly with z while ρ∗c(z) falls preipitously at small
z (< 1) and then rises slowly. In fat, the only previous
theory known to us that mathes the sign of the trends
revealed by the simulations is the symmetri Poisson-
Boltzmann (SPB, rosses) integral equation analyses by
Sabir, Bhuiyan, and Outhwaite [18℄. However, not only
is the ritial temperature for the RPM predited by the
SPB theory signiantly too high (at T ∗c =0.0715) but the
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FIG. 13: Redued ritial temperature, T ∗c (z), as a fun-
tion of the harge asymmetry parameter w=(z − 1)/(z + 1)
as found by simulations (open irles) [27, 28℄ ompared with
the present alulations (lled irles and triangles) and other
urrent theories: MSA, SPB, and MPB [18, 19℄, a `new mean-
eld theory' (NMF) [30℄, and a eld theoreti expansion (NO,
dashed urve) [29℄; note that the preditions of the eld theo-
reti approah have been divided by 10 to bring them within
the ompass of the gure.
proportionate hanges with z are quantitatively muh too
small (by fators of 5.6 and 6.4 for the 2:1 and 3:1 mod-
els, respetively). Furthermore, the modied Poisson-
Boltzmann (MPB) approah developed by the same au-
thors, whih they argue should be quantitatively and
qualitatively better than the SPB, predits the opposite
trend for T ∗c (z). Finally, we note that reently devised
mean eld theories based on Ka-Siegert-Stratonovih-
Hubbard-Edwards transformations of the Boltzmann fa-
tor [30℄, lead to ritial temperatures whih inrease sig-
niantly with harge asymmetry again in strong on-
tradition to the Monte Carlo estimates (open irles in
Figs. 13 and 14).
While our theoretial analyses have been based upon
fundamental priniples and provide insight into the vari-
ation of the ritial parameters of harge-asymmetri
primitive model eletrolytes, it must be reognized that
the results rest upon various approximations. Thus, one
of our main approximations entails the hoie of an equiv-
alent sphere to represent the exlusion domain of a lus-
ter. Moreover, we have not expliitly onsidered higher
order assoiation. That, despite these and other approx-
imations, we nd both the orret trends and reasonable
quantitative agreements with the Monte Carlo simula-
tions, reinfores our onlusion that the main physial
features linked to harge asymmetry have been appropri-
ately aptured by the theory.
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FIG. 14: Simulation estimates (open irles) for the ritial
density, ρ∗c(z), ompared with those of the present alulations
(lled irles) and of other approahes: the labels, symbols,
et., have the same signiane as in Fig. 13.
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APPENDIX A: ASSOCIATION CONSTANT FOR
THE TETRAMER
Consider a ation with harge q+ = zq0 at the origin.
Without loss of generality let the rst satellite harge−q0
be on the x-axis at r1=(r1, 0, 0) in Cartesian oordinates
as shown in Fig. 4. Taking advantage of the azimuthal
symmetry, let the seond satellite harge be in the x-y
plane at r2=(r2 cos θ12, r2 sin θ12, 0), where θ12 is the an-
gle subtended by the satellite pair (1, 2) at the origin.
Then the most general oordinates for the third satel-
lite are r3=(r3 cos θ13,−r3 sin θ13 cosϕ,−r3 sin θ13 sinϕ),
where θ13 is the angle subtended by the satellite pair
(1, 3) at the origin and ϕ is the angle between the (1, 2)
and (1, 3) planes with ϕ=0 representing the planar on-
guration.
The ground state is learly given by r1 = r2 = r3 = a,
θ12=θ13=2pi/3, and ϕ=0. Noting that the main ontri-
bution to the integral deningK3,3 [see (3.2)℄ omes from
near T =0, it is helpful to dene resaled oordinates
θ∗2 ≡(θ12 − 2pi/3)/
√
zT ∗ ,
θ∗3 ≡(θ13 − 2pi/3)/
√
zT ∗ ,
li ≡(ri/a− 1)/T ∗ ,
(A1)
for i=1, 2, 3. Then, by expanding about the ground state
onguration for small T ∗, one an write the ongura-
tional energy to leading order as
E3,z
T ∗
=
3C3,z
T ∗
− C3,z
3∑
i=1
li − 1
8
√
3
ϕ∗2
− 5
12
√
3
(θ∗1
2 + θ∗2
2 + θ∗1θ
∗
2) +O(
√
T ∗) , (A2)
where C3,z = 1 − 1/
√
3 z. The innitesimal phase-spae
volume an likewise be written
dr1dr2dr3 = a
9T ∗3dl1dl2dl3
× 8pi2 sin2(2pi/3)(zT ∗)3/2dθ∗1dθ∗2dϕ∗[1 +O(T ∗)] . (A3)
To evaluate the dening integral in (3.2) we diagonalize
the angular quadrati form in (A2) by introduing oor-
dinates
X=(θ∗2 + θ
∗
3)/
√
2 and Y =(θ∗2 − θ∗3)/
√
2 , (A4)
to obtain
θ∗1
2 + θ∗2
2 + θ∗1θ
∗
2 =
1
2 (3X
2 + Y 2) . (A5)
The integrals in (3.2) an then be evaluated in the form
(3.3), with Jaobean and eigenvalues
J3 = 34 , and {λ3,k} =
{
1
8
√
3
,
5
24
√
3
,
5
8
√
3
}
. (A6)
Interestingly, the
√
T ∗ orretions (and all subsequent
half-integer power-law orretions) arising in (A2) vanish
upon integration beause they are all assoiated with odd
powers of the angular variables. An expansion for I3,z
an then be found by arrying the expansions in (A2) and
(A3) to higher order in T ∗, and, hene, to higher orders
in the li and in ϕ, θ1 and θ2. The resulting Gaussian
integrals an be performed  analytially in low orders
and numerially, with inreasing diulty, in the higher
orders  leading to the asymptoti expansion (3.12).
APPENDIX B: MONTE CARLO EVALUATION
OF THE TETRAMER ASSOCIATION
CONSTANT
To evaluate K3,3 numerially, in order to validate the
Padé approximants onstruted from (3.12) and to or-
ret them at higher temperatures, we undertook Monte
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Carlo integration omputations following aepted proe-
dures [44℄. However, the general sample-mean method, at
rst yields results with errors signiantly too large at the
small values of T ∗ needed for ioni ritiality. The rea-
son is simply that the integrand of K3,3 is sharply peaked
around the ground state, the peak sharpening as T ∗ is
lowered and hene beoming less frequently sampled. To
improve the auray, we used a `weighted sample-mean
method', in whih random numbers are generated with
a weighting hosen to sample the integrand more often
near the peak. Thus, in one dimension, for example, to
evaluate I=
∫ b
a f(x)dx, one needs to alulate
In =
1
n
n∑
i=1
f(xi)
p(xi)
, (B1)
where p(x) is the probability density funtion used to
generate the random numbers, normalized in the interval
[a, b], and n is the total number of random points xi ∈
[a, b]. The weighted random numbers are generated from
the uniform random numbers σ ∈ [0, 1] by solving for x
in
P (x) ≡
∫ x
−∞
p(x′) dx′ = σ . (B2)
The density funtion should be hosen so that this rela-
tion an be solved for x algebraially.
We generalized this proedure to the geometry of the
tetramer. For the radial integrals, we used the density
funtion
p(r) = Ar exp(−λr r) with λr=C3,3/T ∗ , (B3)
and Ar=1/
∫R
a exp(−λr r) dr. This weighting mimis the
peaks in the integrand almost exatly. For the angular
variables the optimal weighting is more ompliated be-
ause the peaks are Gaussian leading to an equation (B2)
that annot be simply inverted algebraially. Instead, we
used exponential weighting
p(ω) = Aω exp(−λω|ω|) , (B4)
with ω=ϕ, θ2=θ12−2pi/3 or θ3=θ13−2pi/3, and with the
normalizing integrals A−1ϕ =
∫ pi
0 exp(−λϕ|ϕ|) and A−1θ =∫ pi/3
−2pi/3 exp(−λθ|θ|). We also hose λϕ = 1/(24
√
3T ∗)1/2
and λθ=2.5/(24
√
3T ∗)1/2 so that the width of the peak
in (B4) mathed the width of the peak of the integrand.
Finally, as a generalization of the Bjerrum proedure, we
used a radial ut-o R=0.196 a/T ∗ whih satisfatorily
loated the minimum of ∂K3,3/∂R.
The results, whih are well t by (3.13) with the oef-
ients listed in Table I, agree losely with the onsensus
of the seventh order Padé approximants up to T ∗ ≃ 0.03;
but they deviate strongly above T ∗=0.06: see Fig. 5.
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